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Glossary of Abbreviations

CDP Central Development Plan

CMEA Council for Mutual Econorníc Assistance

CPB Central Planning Board

GOSPLÄN Soviet State Planning Commission

HSWP Hungarian Socialist l^Iorker I s Party

NEM New Economic Mechanism

CSSR Czechoslovakia



Glossarv of Prominent Names

ilanos Kornai The most prominent Hungarian polítical-economist
who is an expert in the Hungarian political--economic reform under
communism. He has written many works in this field including
several on Market Socialisrn and its inherent difficulties. One of
his most known works in North America is his two volume book on
the ttShortage Economyrr, a concept he developed independently.

Gabor Revesz À well known Hungarian Political Economist who has
also made numerous contributions to the subject of Hungarian
Reform. His most recent book published in english: Peresztroika
in Eastern Europe: Hungarvrs Bconomic Transformation

RudoLf Tokes A Professor of PoIiticaI Science at the University
of Connecticut. He has written extensively on East European and
Soviet politics, particularly Hungary.

fvan Berend A Hungarian Economist who has written many Hungarian
language works on the Hungarian reform process, both during and
after the collapse of communism in Hungary.

ceorge Scbopflin A Professor of Political Science at the London
School of Economics who has written extensively on Hungarian
political-economic reform under communism. He has aLso written
extensively on other East European countries.

fvan Volgyes A Political Science Professor at the University of
Nebraska/Lincoln who has contributed to the study of Hungarian
reform in numerous articles published in a variety of journals
and periodicals, including: Problems of Communism, Current
History, and fnternational Àffairs.

E. Comisso and PauL I'larer oth individuals have published
extensively on the Hungarian reform experiment; frequently
producing eo-written articles.

lÍlodzmierz Brus A prorninent PoIish economist who has made a
significant contribution to the understanding of Market Socialism,
and thus the Hungarian Reform experiment.

oskar Lange AIso a Polish economist and expert in the study of
Market Socialisrn who has made significant contributions to the
understanding of this concept.

Ludwig Van Mises An early twentieth century, Dutch economist who
has made several provocative contributions to the critique of
Market Socialism.

llamas Bauer A prominent Hungarian Economist who has made numerous
contribut.ions to the understanding of Hungarian reforn,
particularly the function of state enterprises under NEM.

Ll_



Charles Gati A Hungarian political scientist who is probably mostrecognized for his works written on the 1956 Revolution. However,he has made a number of more recent contributions helping tôunderstand the failure of the Hungarian reforms.
o.Gado AIso a Hungarian Economj-st who has written in both Englishand Hungarian on the New Economic Mechanism introduced in ígoe.
(NEM)

*Prease note that this is only partial rist of t,he nostprominent authors cited in this sÈuay. For a more thorough listof references, please consult.!1" bibliography.
]-J- l_



fntroduction

The Hungarian reform experience between 1968 and 1989 v¡as

one of the most significant attempts to introduce marketizing
measures in a very rigid, centralized command economy. Hungary

could easily be dismissed as being a relatively small and

insignificant nation ín the communist worr-d, and thus the
relevance of studying the Hungarian model for reform could be

overl-ooked as well.

Nonetheless, The study of the Hungarian reform experiment

helps us to gain a better understanding of the failure of
communism overalI, and some of the current difficulties faced by

former communist countries. The study of the Hungarian case is
important because, the reforms were the most comprehensive, and

went the furthest anywhere in the communist worId. Àtternpts to
reform the command economy vrere not unique to Hungary, it was the

fashion in which they were irnplemented which was so unique. The

Hungarian reforms introduced reform with a single stroke
throughout the entire economy. No exceptions !/ere made for
specific regions of the country or sectors of the economy. Other

countries, such as Communist China, made similar far reaching
reforms. However, these reforms were lirnited to certain sect,ors

or regions of Èhe country. Hence, the Hungarian model was unique

and it became a model which others observed and studied as a

potentiaL nodel to follow.

Even though the Hungarian version of reforrn differed from its
communist neighbors, reformers in Hungary did not disregard



alternative reform plans, such as the Kosygin Reforms in the
former Soviet Union, the Sik Reforms in the former Czechoslovakia

and even some of ideas and concepts emanating from former East

Germany and Yugoslavia. Hungary paid particular attention to the

ideas and concepts introduced by Wlodzimierz Brus, a polish

economist who was a proponent of Market Socia1ism.tll Brus

believed that the traditional role of central planners in a

cornmand economy could be changed. Instead of issuing detailed
annual plan directives, which interfered in every aspect of the

economic activity of enterprises, the planners could assume a

guiding role in the economy. This meant that planners would

concern themselves only with long term macro-economic objectives.
Day to day, micro-economic decisions would be left to enterprise
managers, and ideally they would be governed by market forces.
The Hungarian version of this model, introduced in t-969, was

named the New Economic Mechanj-sm (NEM). [2]

The Hungarian version of 'rmarket socialismrr contained three
principle features. It eliminated plan directives, the market was

to facilitate the planners objectives, and it promot,ed

competition between firms. These principles were never followed
in their purest sense. For instance, the market hras never given a

dominant role in the economy, even though plan directives lrere

virtually eliminated. The state continued to hold significant
regulatory povters. Simp1y, the institutions and the structures of
the command economy !.rere unchanged.

For the market to function effectively, certain conditions
had to exist, that is the abilit.y for individuals, groups and



firms to compete and make spontaneous decisions regarding the
economy. These conditions were not met. rn fact, the idea of free
competition ran contrary to the irnperatives of the communist
establishment. The state planners were not able to relinquish
their power to facilitate the market. As a resurt, the market
could not function to its fullest potential. A form of forced
marketization resulted. Firms and enterprise managers rrere
instructed to compete. However, market behavior cannot be
coerced. competition in the market relies on independent
entrepreneuriar initiative, which occurs spontaneously and
dynamically. These conditions cannot be artificÍal1y created. rf
they are, they are not true representations of market
cornpetition. They are only distortions of it,. The Hungarian case
is an example of decentralization atternpted by a highly
centralized authority. Marketizing measures were not to
jeopardize the existing politica]-/economic institutions.
Therefore, marketization was ineffective because spontaneous
competitive behavior courd not occur Ín the very rigid and
controlred environment of the command economy. The central
problem of the Hungarian reforms experiment emerged, and. also the
central argument of this study. The political inflexibility of
the communist command economy courd not support extensive
marketization, and thus, the Hungarian reforms were very rinited
and subsequently they faired. The combination of market and plan
were not compatible. [3]

Still, the main objectives
impression of significant change.

the NEM reforms gave the
BriefIy, plan directives l¡ere



replaced by a complex system of indirect regulators. Pricing was

to become more flexible and responsive to market forces and world

market prices. Profit was to be an objective for all enterprises.
Profits earned would also provj-de bonus and investment funds

designed to be incentives for continued profitability. Lastly,
trade multipliers were adjusted for $Iestern and Inter-Bloc trade
accordingly.

The most significant of these objectives vrere the indirect
regiulators because, in large part they repraced the plan
directives. The regulators took the forms of various subsidies,
credits and tax breaks. They had a very profound effect, on the
success of a firm. rn fact so much so, that traditionar
bargaining for favorable plan directives by enterprise managers,

was replaced by bargaining for favorable regulators.
Consequently, one form of central intervention was replaced by

another. More importantly, vertical ties between central planners

and ent,erprise managers were strengthened and not weakened.

Since, vertical ties !'¡ere maintained, horizontal competitive ties
between enterprises lagged behind, and therefore progress towards

greater efficiency, cost effectiveness, productivity and

profitability were Lirnited. fnstead, the state continued to
burden itself by contínuing heavy subsidization. Central planners

were unable to make a significant retreat from the economy. ftrs
worth mentioning that their was an implicit, understanding between

planners and enterprise managers. Both realized the dangers of
significant decentralization and marketization. For the planners,

it meant compromising their traditional directive role in the



economy. For enterprises, it meant that market forces could

effectively force their firms to exit the market, and

jeopardizing the livelihood of enterprise managers and workers.

The socio-political effects of vigorous reform would not be

tolerated by either side.

The rigidities of the centralÍzed bureaucracy kept
marketizing efforts from taking off. Until central planners would

give up the need for central control, they could not expect
enterprises to function as if they were in a free unrestricted
market. Enterprises vtere forced to behave according to the
conditions they were subject to. Marketization, âs a result was

very partial and distorted. Competitive relationships between

firms hlere minimal and based on arbitrary value relationships.
Central planners would have been required to make a significant
v¡ithdrawal from the economy for marketizing reforms to succeed.

This would have also required significant politicar change, in
fact fundamental institutional change. This was a boundary which

reformers were not willing to move beyond in Hungary.

Pol-itical inflexibÍlity as an irnpediment to reform was not a

probrem unique to Hungary. rt was common to all communist

countries. Today, the most vibrant economies in the former
communist states are those where political change has proceeded

the furthest; Hungary, the Czech Republic, and poÌand are good

examples. rnversely, those nations where politicar change has

been li¡nited are also those which are suffering econornically as

weII. Romania, for.instance is an example v¡here the communist

5



establishment has remained virtually unchanged, and only the

leadership is new. Liker¿ise, the Ukrainers reforrn agenda is also

stagnating due to the lingering affects of the former communist

establishment. Even in Hungary, many of the difficulties faced by

the current Ieadership can be attributable to the Iingering
effects of the former regime"

An examination of the Hungary reform experience offers a

very good insight into the understanding of the difficulties and

the failures of reform in a communist political economy. This

study encourages the reader towards comparative analysis, since

the Hungarian experience reflects al-1 of the difficutties faced

by other former communist countries.



Endnotes

1. frMarket Socialismrr a term used to describe the Hungarianeconomic reforms from 1968 onward. It was an attempt to introducemarket principles to faciritate competition i; a principlyplanned economy. The basic features of the command economy !/erenot altered (direction from the center); onry pran direótives
Tgre replaced by indirect regulators, This ieãucea the 1eveldirect int,erference in the economy.

2. NEI'Í was introduced in 1968 by Rezso Nyers, politburo memberand chief architect of NEM. The blueprints for NEM were revealedwithin party circles already in :-ôøø. rt facilitated Marketsocialist _ b{ introd.ucing guiäeline planning. Guid¿tine pranlingeliminated plan directives- and exteñsive state interference inmicro-economic decisions. rnstead, the state focused on macro-
econo_rnic policy. Guideline planning was enforced through indirectregulators. rnstead of issuing pJ_an directives, centralauthoritíes rnanipulated prices, wageJ, and taxation to encourageadherence to guidelines and to respond to quasi rnarket forcessimulated between enterprises. Many ãnterpri=å= rãrã free to makeday to day decisions as long as long term targets h,ere met.

3- Janos Kornai, A szocizrista Rendszer, (Budapest, L993) ,p.592.



A NEW COMMAND ECONOMY: FURTHER STAGNATION (l_956-1968ì

The discont,ent and volatility foll-owing the 1956 revolt in
Hungary determined the political motivat.ions of the Janos Kadar

leadership. Reconciliation with the population in the interests
of legitimacy v¡as the main priority in the post revolutionary
period. This theme of reconciliation, acceptance, and tegitirnacy
lay behind the economic reforms introduced in this period. [1]

The task of consolidating both the party and the general
population seemed at first to be a mammoth task, especially since

Hungarian hist,ory reflects a legacy of authoritarian rule. yet,

Hungaryrs legacy of failed revolutions and consequent experience

with various forrns of authoritarian rule gave the people the
tool-s to toLerate and even exptoit authority for what it had to
offer. often this occurred by focusing on a specific leader and

not a general ideology . lZl Hungary I s struggle with
authoritarianism over the centuries could actually be viewed as

an advantage. Like some of its communist neighbors, Hungary

developed a fantastic tolerance and resilience towards
authoritarianism, and thus giving it the benefit of experience to
dear with various forms of oppressive ruIe, rike that of
communism.

The Kadar leadership recognized that it faced volatility and

dissatisfaction in the Hungarian population after the 19s6

Revorution. As a result, Kadar tried to deverop a persona which

l/as likable. Instead of trying to earn acceptance for the regime

and the ideology it propagated, he cultivated support for hinself
as reader. He achieved this by prornising a high standard of



living and swift elimination of overt secret police action. He

also tried to clense himself from the 1956 revolution by blarning

Matyas Rakosi, his predecessor as the source of deception and

sinistry from the previous regime.t3l By offering economic

incentives Kadar was able to develop passive acceptance and thus

allowed him to reduce the need for overt secret police

control. t4l The passive acceptance of Kadar v¡as viewed as a

necessary evil to be tolerated along with all the other
constraints. [5] Adherence to the cornpromise was strengthened by

the presence of occupying Soviet forces which acted as a

deterrent towards opposition forces in the population and the

leadership. t6l The irnplicit compromise between the Hungarian

populace and the J-eadership reflected a form of moderated

political authoritarianism which wove itself into the fabric of

Hungarian political culture over the centuries. The shallowness

of support for Kadar became apparent in the late l-980rs as

support for the leadership deteriorated proportionately to the

deterioration of the economy.

The economic reforms under-taken before 1968 v¡ere far from

earth shattering. The fundamental aspects of the command economy

remained intact. [7] There was some brief discussion that, the pre-

L948 economic system night be studied to facilitate radical

change. The idea vlas dropped and recovery from t,he revolution
materialized under the established system. Caut.ious pragmatisrn

characterized the Kadar leadership. They tried to convince people

that not only Í¡as .life was getting better, but, that it, was

happening with in the established order. The slogan: t'by means



of the established instruments of social-ism but better!"
encapsurates this idea tgl rn keeping with his conciriatory
approach, Kadar also re-phrased Matyas Rakosits slogan rhe who

isnrt with us is against us' to read: rhe who is not against us

is with usrr . t 9l

fn 1957 Kadar took the first steps towards fulfilling his
promise by regalizing higher v/ages which were paid during the
period of chaos and strikes. The increase r/as a uniform 2oZ.

Agricultural policy fol-lowed a more moderate approach towards
collectivization with less attention gíven to coercion and more

to economic incentives. Kadar persuaded volunÈary
collectivization by trying to ensure that cooperatives could only
be formed when the necessary expertise and equipment allowed it.
Using this approach he had a better chance of ensuring strong
yields and potential weatth for peasants. The result was that by

1961, the regime had largely succeeded in col-Iectivization tlOl
However, the original collectivization plan was modified in 1959

to faciritate a quiker pace, sj-nce Hungary lagged behind its
communist neighbors. Bulgaria achieved fuII collectivization by

1958. rn the same year czechosrovakia completed 7sz of
colrectivization. rn Hungary, speciar efforts were taken to
persuade highly respected niddle class farmers who would persuade

others. The government offered positive incentives such as

pension and heatth insurance to attract peasants. More
importantly extensive state subsidies financed nearly half the
income paid to cooperatives, though some was recovered through
compursory rent paid by peasants. Thanks to the initial
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disorganization of cooperatives and the pragmatism shown by the
state towards private production, the income of the peasant
farmers increased and an adequate food supply was established
even for large cities like Budapest. The cooperatives or the
state sector of agriculture continued to be plagued with poor
equipment and rack of expertise. However, tolerance and
legalization of private plot product,ion would increase under the
NEM reforms in l-968. t11l

Plan directives remained a feature of the economy between
1956-1968. Yet, the planners admitted to the irrationality of the
Planning office and the branch mínistries which made almost aI1
important economic decisions. Rational decision rnaking was
handicapped because the ministries and the planning office 1acked
sufficient information. Knowledgeable people at the enterprise
leve1 who had more of the relevant information coutd make better
decisions. These however, v¡ere subject to rig,orous control_ by
state and party bureaucracies. To address this difficulty steps
v¡ere taken tov¡ards simplifying the plan directive system. Micro-
economic deci-sions rnlere left to individual enterprise managers.
PIan directives would affect macro-economic decisions concerning
value of output and quantity targets. The details of how to
attain these targets were left to the individual enterprise
managers. some products tike coal, electric power, & foundry
products continued to be subject to detailed production and
distribution p1ans. Major investment in all areas vrere to remain
under direct state .control. Minor investment such as equipment
improvement l¡as left to the discretion of the enterprise manager.
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Here the sinptified directive system was in effect . LLzl rhe
simplified directive system v/as intended to stimulate more
independent initiative and thus better production. In reality
however, most manag'ers paid little attention to increasing
productivity and efficiency; they v/ere more concerned with
establishing favorable contacts with state and party bureaucrats
in order to secure the resources necessary to fulfilL production
targets stipurated under the plan directives. Hoarding and
stockpiling of necessary resources became coÍrmon practice.

For agricurture, the simprified directive system led to
different changes. The compuJ-sory deIívery system (production
quotas) was replaced with a contract system between cooperative
farms and state purchasing monopolies. Farmers would no longer be

told according to regionar and community plans how much to
produce and seII. The revised system al-so perrnitted some degree
of free marketing of farm products.[13] The nevr systern did not,
however Íntroduce far reaching change since contractuar
agreements functioned more as agricultural quotas. It did however

appear to give some leverage to cooperatives for bargaining with
state authorities. By allowing some free marketíng, prices !/ere
closer to the cost of inputs. under the ord system, derivery
prices brere oft'en below the cost of production. This meant that
the burden of cost $tas shifted from cooperative farmers to the
state, because the state channeled significant subsidies towards
¡naintaining row prices for agricurturar products.

There hrere attempts already in i-959 to f ind a more
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realistic price system. The practice of arbitrary price setting,
which was often well below the cost of inputs, especiarry for raw
materials \^ras eliminated. Instead, prices would be based on frthe

generally acknowredged input costs, íncruding a profit margin of
a few percent'r.[14] Already, one could recognize the flaws in
such a system because it wourd reguire an extremely well
developed and accurate information system. one of the biggest
flaws of the command economy is its inability to gather accurate
reliable data on economic indicators especially when there is an

absence of a mechanism able to perform such a task. This often
results in arbitrary and irrational decisions. Nonethel-ess, the
revised price system resulted in substantiat increases in
producer prices. To prevent an equivalent drop in real income or
rise in consumer prices, a system of turnover taxes and commodity
price subsidies vrere put in place, thus negating any steps
towards a more realistic price system. i15l

The centraLly specified and controlled wage system was al-so
discarded- Each firm was told what their average s/age should be;
a ceiling was also placed on the wage budget. Firrns vrere allowed
to establish forms and terms of payment with in these parameters.
The wage budget v.ras usuarly based on a firmrs success in
furfilring the centrar p1an. wage budgets and ceirings u¡ere
adjusted accordingly. t16l

rn theory, profit r{as to have a place in the economy as
well. since product lines rernained largely unchanged and prices
static, a firn manager was given the incentive to reduce costs by
increasing efficiency. The difference between their set budget
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and their actual costs would be their profit margin. part of this
had to be invested in the plant or in equipment; the remainder
was allocated in a bonus fund whose function v¡as to inspire
rational, and reasonable use of resources. AII this vJas to be
accompLished within the parameters of the central directive
system. lL7 I The emphasis on central directives v¡as the single
biggest' impedirnent to the profit objective, especially since all
the factors determining profitability were d.irectly or indirectty
influenced by central- directives. Pricing, in particular r^/as the
biggest deterrnining factor. If the set prices didnrt reflect
actual costr rêgardl,ess of the efficiency of the firrn,
profitability could not be attained. only under a rational value
system such as under the market mechanÍsm could profitability be

achieved. Even if the prices set in 1959 reflected actual cost,
they did not refrect supply and demand. prices in a market
situation are dynamic. Even a minor change in production
technique can spur a price change. continuous price revisions
would have been required, but this would have also made adherence
to the central plan almost impossibì-e. [18] The share of prices
earmarked for profit becarne increasingly differed year aft.er year
and it also encouraged enterprises to increase production of
certain goods white neglecting others. planners had to respond
accordingry, which resulted in a more comprex pran. t19l rhe
predominance of central directives lead firms to cultivate
vertical ties with branch ministries to secure their supplies.
rt was unrealistic for planners to believe that individual
enterprise managers'wourd behave as entrepreneurs in a highly
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centralized and regulated economi_c environment. ThÍs probrem
further exacerbated under the industriar_ reorganization in
early 1960 rs.

Between 1960 and r-965 the Hungarian government began
merging factories to form bigger state enterprises which
sometj-mes represented entire industries. The reasoning behind the
mergers was to reduce the sphere of intervention for central_
pJ'anners' rt was believed that large enterprises wourd be more
independent and flexibre especía1Iy when minor changes were
needed in the pranning process. Large enterprises courd also
better accommodate input and output quotasr âs well as dealing
with suppliers and customers. Research and developrnent
departments would be formed with in the enterprises t,o determine
investment decisi-ons and improvements in technor ogy, as wer-r_ as
solving production problems. [20]

Àlthough the formation of giant enterprises did ¡nake the
Hungarian economy more fl-exible, it aLso strengthened the
traditional verticar relationships between enterprises and
central authorities- As a resurt, the mega-enterprises r¡/ere given
a stronger hand in influencing planners, which allowed them to
get bigqer budgets and less resisÈance i.n establishing production
quotas' Those enterprises which represented entire industries had
even greater influence over planners. They couLd threaten with
reduced production, to get investment funds, favorable irnport
quotas and wage increases l27J In short Èhe ilmega-enterprisesrf
were given tremendous political leverage over centrar pranners.
The frexibility they should have gained by reflect,ing greater

hras

the
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economies of scale and increased independent initiative was lost
in strengthened verticar ties between enterprise and the center.
what in fact happened' vras that enterprise managers usurped the
function of branch rninistries. so, even though the strength of
planning authorities at the branch lever was weakened, enterprise
managers sustained and strengthened vertical ties with central
planners to keep the structure of the existing system intact.

rn Hungary, the deficit between imports and exports vrere
financed through foreign borrowj-ng.LZZJ Hungaryrs foreign trade
barance suffered: it ferl from a 600 milrion forint surplus in
l-958 to a deficit of \.7 billion in tgl4. Domestic consumption
consj-stentry outstripped nationar income; by 1964 consumption was
3'38 greater than nationar income.[23] The government finarly
realized that a slor¡¡ down was necessary. several probrems needed
to be addressed. The balance of payments needed attention.
Greater ernphasis had to be praced on quality rather than
quantity' structural change r,ras required for balanced growth that
utilized skil-Ied labor; and which was more responsive to demand.
À11 this needed to be curtivated. Finarly, exports towards the
lfest had to be increased proportÍonatery to intra-cMEA exports.
rn order to achieve this, technorogy and efficiency had to be
irnproved. To facilítate these objectives, a partiar re_
centralization to a more orthodox command economy folrowed . t24J

The probrems inherent in the st,arinist model of
industrialization became visible towards the end of the t96ors.
Economic management'was inadequate. problems common to command
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economies in neighboring countries began to emerge in Hungary as
werr. practices such as rhoardingr or keeping huge concealed
reserves of supplies to facilitate fulfillment of plan targets
became more common. Enterprises tried to lobby for the easiest
target' Even though the supervising authorities encouraged more
realistic plans, all to often they shared the same attitude as
the enterprises- rt is under these conditions that the phenomenon

of plan bargaining occurred.i25l The negative effects of
vertical rerations r¡ras even more apparent between branch
ministries, speciar authorities, special agencies and the
enterprises under them. often, the most resources v/ere arrocated
to those enterprises which belonged to the jurisdiction of the
most important agencies. Budget constraints $/ere soft Lz6l. High
lever authorities rnaking decisions concerning enterpr1-se demands
and avaj-lable resources were based on dilute, inaccurate, and
biased information. Poriticar considerations arso distorted. the
rationarity of decisions.lzT) The overall resurt v/as row
efficiency and productivity. small and medium sized firms are
virtually absent. Large firms tend to become autocratic and
contribute to an economy of modest mass production, rigid
structure, and nininal innovation. This structure pJ-aces the
people with the best personal contacts into managerial positions
and not those with innovative ideas and entrepreneurial
ability. t2sl

The changes made to the economy in the pre-1968 period did
rittre to improve the shortcornings of the traditional comrnand

economy' rnstead, iridustrialization continued. Traditionally, The
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Hungarian economy has always been agriculturalry based. rt
possesses a naturar- advantage for agricultural production.
Enclosed with in the carpathian basin and being positioned
between two major river valleys the land and the climate is
suitabre for diversified agricultural production. rnstead of
cultivating this natural advantage, the Kadar leadership like its
stalinist predecessor, Rakosi s/as content to place greater
emphasis on industriarization rather than agriculture.
Agriculture lagged behind the industrial sector and required more
expertise and equiprnent. The reforms hrere also rinited by cÌose
soviet scrutiny. Despite moderating trends from the soviet union
itself , it ri/as clear that radical reform such as the Kosygin
Reforms whích proposed a form of market cornpetition, profit
pursuit, êlinination of pran directives and quotas were not
acceptable. Nonetheress, the changes introduced before 196g
succeeded in augrnenting the growth rate of the Hungarian economy,
and its standard of living. Howver, He had to continue to use the
traditional methods of the command economy (heavy subsidies) to
ensure that the standard of living did not farl. For the
leadership, this wouÌd be an impedirnent to f ut,ure ref orm.
Economic reform was inevitable because the pre-1968 pace coul-d
not be sustained for an extended period of tirne. Thus, the
charlenge for the leadership in subsequent reforms was to find a
barance between reform (marketization) while retaining the
existing system and the rerative hÍgh standard of living it.
provided.
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The Concept of NEM

The atternpt to reform the Hungarian Political Economy with
the introduction of NEM in i-969, rekindled many rong-standing
theoretical debates on the principle of Market. Socialisro. One of
the first probrems appeared to be the lack of any accepted

definition or conceptualization of Market Socialisn. Since it
sought to combine the competing principles of command and market

regulators, market socialism rernained an allusive concept which

precluded a generally accepted notion of the idea. There is more

debate and argument over the attenpt to combine the two different
concepts: market economy and a command economy, then there is any

mutually acceptable definition of market socialisrn. The most

elaborated model of market socialism comes from the polish

theorist l{lodzmierz Brus who consistently insisted there h¡as a

workable rnodel. Others deny any workable modeI, theoretical or
practical. Perhaps the simplest definition of Market Socialism
is the safest point of departure for an eval-uation of the
concept. Accordingly, Market socialism is state property under

market coordination. [1] The very word Market Socialisrn implies
the combination of two different concepts: aspects of a market

economy, and a command economy. Hungarian NEM and the subsequent

reforms attenpted to achieve such a cornbination. It appears that
the Hungarian regime was not prepared to and in fact coul-d not,
reconcile the inherent contradictions in market socialism. In
particular, the political incornpatibilities of directed orthodox

socialist society and a market driven society courd not be

overcome. The leadership made some progress in the pract,ical
sphere, but certainry none in the theoretical. The failure to
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resolve or perhaps the decisj-on to ignore the long-standing

theoretical debates probably foreshadowed ultirnate fail-ure. The

communist leadership sensed all along that the communist order

could not survive any thorough going market reforms. So it is not

surprising they opted for political survival over economic

efficiency. Perhaps, the leadership already knew, but wouldntt

admit that the debate was a foregone conclusion? The ensuing

discussion wiII show that this was probably the case. The lirnits
to their innovation were inherent in the concept they wished to
pursue: market socialism.

fn an orthodox command economy, the belief is that the
party, by virtue of its access to the scientific knowl-edge of the

laws of history, claims to provide an objectively correct
definition of social interest, which is both separate from and

superior to the interest of individuals. It is this assumption

which in fact legitimizes the partyts centralistic directive
model of a planned economy. The realization of social interest is
simply a matter of hierarchical organization for the execution of

centrally forrnulated social objectives. [2] The party therefore
assumes the central and guiding role of society. Vthat is not

clear is how the party can subjugate all individual and group

inítiative or interest and preference. The fact, that the party

holds singular clain to knowledge of social preference is in
itself an indication of its subjectivity in its measurement of

social interest. In fact, under these conditions, rrsocial

interestrr is a contradictionr' because only a select few make

decisions for the masses. Marxist theory suggests that such a
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special role for the few is only transitionar. yet, there is
still the question why a serect few are privy to this quasi
divine knowledge. The ans\¡/ers to such questions red many to
realize that quite often ideologicaJ- theory and reality vrere two
very different things and that steps taken in the name of social-
interest v¡ere sometimes onÌy a smoke screen behind which party
elites could defend their own privileged positions, ât the
expense economic efficiency and the material wel,fare of
society. [3]

Annual plan decisions/ directives fir_ter down to
enterprise managers through an extensive bureaucracy. on a highly
theoretical rever, it courd be possible that the enlightened
party Leadership possessed or had access to some mystical
informational data bank through which their decisions refrected
social preference. The rearity is that social preference is a

highly complex and dynamic concept which is extremely difficul_t
to measure accurately by any central authority, no matter hovr

qualified. The measurement of social interest would require the
ability to carculate many millions of simultaneous equations. t4l
The advocates of the orthodox pranned economy fail to comprehend
the infinite possibirities of sociar preferences. Arthough
scientifically, it may be possible to calculate social_
preference, specifically to create an approxirnaÈion of the market
mechanism, the number of bureaucrats required for such a task
wourd be astronornicar. Even the most conservative pranned
economies had to contend with the problem of a frburging,,
bureaucracy, and such bureaucracies did not come crose to
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anticipatingr the entire spectrum of sociar preference.

According to an authority on command economies, Ludwig van
Mises, most command economies must priorize social need in some

hierarchical fashion. tsl Às a result, that which the deciding
body deems low on a priority scale is elirninated. rsuch targeting
processesrr account for the constant state of shortage and narrolr
scope of selection and choice common to most command. economies.
Because the command economy is so centralized in its decision
making apparatus and because the task of even partiarly
determining social preference is so great, some mechanism which
wourd herp faciÌitate this process eventuatry came into
consideration in al-most a1l of the East European command
economies. MarkeÈ sociaÌism became an alternative to the rigid
Stalinist command economy.

The principle of market socialisrn irnplies that some
concession is made to the market mechanism. rn most cases, it is
justified as a step necessary to facilitate more rational and
efficient economic decision making. This is the fundamental idea
behind the moder of market sociarism presented by t{rodzimierz
Brus. under the Brus Model, central authorities relinquish their
power to intervene directly in micro-economic decision rnaking.
The state retains the rore of being a macro economic coordinator
to ensure that social interest is maintained. rn the model, three
cat'egories are established to support the staters rule. The state
retains basic macro-economic decision making power rnainly in the
service of long term goals and devel_opment. This invorves the
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division of national income between income and consumption; the
determination of the main areas of investmentr. and the
distribution of consumption between different groups of the
population' [6] The key is to ensure centraL control- over the
flow of investment outlays to affect productive capacities.
centrar authorities retain the right, to determine the ruÌes of
behavior to maximize profit rnotivation and to protect social
interest. under this moder, pricing is ar_so subject to central
guidance so that it reflects sociar preference, and that it
guides economic units toward rational decisions. Direct
intervention is to be avoided and used onry under exceptional
circumstances. [7]

Àccording to the famous porish economist, oskar Lange,
Market socialisrn is a somewhat different variant of Brusrs. Brus
effectively l-eft all micro-economic decisions in the hands of
individuar enterprise managers. The party leadership simply
assumes a guiding role in the economy through a complex system
of regurators. Langers model on the other hand also borrows from
still another por-ish economist, Leon walras, in which the state
or the central Pranning Board (cPB) becarne a quasi auctioneer
under which prices for goods and servj-ces v/ere repeatedry tested
until a general price equiribrium v/as found. Naturarry, it was
assumed that the economic actors accepted this practice passively
and adjusted suppry and demand accordingry. tgl onry after
equilibrium was reached, did any transactions take prace. To many
analysts, this systern can be considered absurd, and rightly so.
This rnethod of deternining prices for a cornplex economy wourd be
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tremendousry time consurninq comprex, rigid and inefficient.

under the l{alrasian moder-, the state or the auctioneer is
really only an ttoptimizertt. [9] rts function is to minimize cost
and maxinize profit with the given data. tlol rt is of course a
foregrone conclusion that data wiÌr be inevitably distorted, since
price is artificially determined. This problem leads into the
modelrs other major flaw which is the omission of a key actor in
a market economy: the entrepreneur and subsequent active
cornpetition' rnstead of all this, optinization in fact occurred
in a framework of subdued and restricted competition. t11l The
following passage from lrllodzimierz Brusrtext: From Marx To
Market, seems to best summarize all the problems.

"th: t-echno_r-ogical knowr_edge necessary to f ir1 theel-ements of the Ïrlalraêian equation=- i= not a dãtum but ratherinformation which can only be discovered in the process ofcompetitive.struggle. Thús, what matters is the peculiar
?:tr"qleneuriar thinking_ tecúlique, a kind of intuition which1s generated by actua.r.ly finding oneself in a cornpetitivesituation. suðh a situ-ation-"ii=t= in principle undercapitalism, where entrepreneurs strive for profits, and.this provides the foundat-ion of the coordination of themarket mechanism, which operates with huge irpãir""tions butoperates nonetheress. As Kornai obseríes: ^riin a genuinemarket process actors participate who want to maxe use, andcan make use, of their specifii knowledge ur,à- opportuni_ties.They are rivars... some win and =o*" 1ose. vfctory bringsrewards: survival, growth, _more prorlt, more income. Defeatbrings penalties:- lósses, less iicome, and in the ultimatecase exit. rf . . . ,, [ 12 ]

under Langers model, which is actualJ-y a modification of the
I{alrasian one, enterprise nanagers would be reduced to accepting
prices as determined by centra I authorities . They wour-d be
responsible onry for determining cost. Enterprise managers wourd
have to deterrnine under which rever of output marginal cost
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s¡ould equar. price. [13] The cpB acts as an aucti_oneer by testing
prices through a process of triar and error until supply and
demand in alr markets for producer goods becomes equar. rt is
debatabre how realistic this would be, without some central_
intervenÈion. specifically, it, would be inevitable that some
firms would try to dodge cpB car-culation principles. Às a result,
the cPB would have no choice but too irnplement regulators and
ultimately interfere in the rmarkett'.[14] Moreover, the Lange
model fails to address its most frequentry terling fraw: it
doesnrt consider the need for hard budget constraints and it
creates a serrerrs market not a buyerrs market. [15] Both these
shortcomings detract from effective marketizatíon. rn fact, the
model is armost completely at odds with rnarket principles. [16]

The Hungarian reform pran of Market sociarism borrows
principres from both model-s. rn the Brus model, the compÌex set
of regulators manipurate the economic environment of enterprises
so that their pursuit of profit is subjugated to the objectives
of the national p1an. The regurators include various taxes,
levies, and charges on enterprise assets LrTl Even if both models
were perfectly incorporated into a real economy, the enormous
task of measuring social preference, even if aided by partial
marketization courd not be met. rt could of course be argued that
more marketization could irnprove the practicality of both
models. Further, more comprehensive and a less regulated form of
marketization courd make the feasibirity of either moder greater.
However, one must keep in mind that both moders s¡ere designed to
operate under a single party system where the communist party
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had to continue to exercise its unchallenged leading role in
society, which included extensive oversight and manipulation of
the political economy. Decentralization beyond what these models

propose, would have required the party to rerinquish a very
important aspect of its ideologically legitimÍzed position of
adrninistrator and def ender of socia 1 ínterest. The part,y r s

legitinization, in fact its very existence $¡as bound up wiÈh the
centralistic-directive moder of the planned economy. tlBl rhe
directive role of the party was incompatible with the market. [19]
rronicalry, the partyts tendency to protect central power and to
limit the market mechanism has in fact also linited its objecÈive

ability to measure social- interest. Under market socialism, one

of the chief objectives of incorporating the market is to create
a more object,ive way of measuring the pulse of the economy and

subsequently helping central authorities make more rational
decisions.

As mentioned, by combining plan and market, the central
authority must inevitably give credence to indívidual and group

initiative. Logically, some form of democracy could become

possible. Hovrever, the prospect or the option of democracy

undermines the logical basis for the partyts absolute claim to
its leading role in society, provided by the totalitarian concept

of social interest . l21l

The unwillingness of the party to surrender even partially
its monopoly on political leadership resulted in the subsequent

half-hearted marketization measures. Most theoretical opponents

of Market Socialism single out this political problem as the most
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intractable for the wourd be communist marketeer. some of the
more prominent opponents v/ere Friedrich Hayek and Ludwig Van
Mi'ses or contemporaries like Janos Kornai. van Mises r{as one of
the first to challenge the very rationarity of Market social-ism.
He showed that the greatest deficiency of any socialist economy
or for that matter any socialist directed market economy v/as the
absence of an indicator of value. value wour-d always be
deterrnined by the political preferences of the communist state.
Furthermore, he argues that although the state may be abre to
determine sociar preference in some limited degree by drawing up
a list, and priorizing it. The state would not be abl-e to direct
and use the means of production rationally because it has no rray
of cal-culating rerative value. Prices must therefore remain
arbitrary, and courd give no information on relative scarcity or
demand. Therefore, it was very difficult to calculate the costs
of production. As a result, efficiency and productivity suffer
too' Von Mises argues that the driving force in a market economy
is the incentive to maximize profit. The profit motive ensures
firms wilÌ be more responsive to demand, but ar_so to the
efficiencies of cost minimization. He argues that the l_ack of
personar initiative and responsibility which is an inherent
deficiency of socialism is what makes it so cumbersome . lzL)
under market conditions, the opportunity to reward individual
effort encourages rational economic activity. rn the traditional
command economy, decisions are guided by the poritical wirl of
the central authority. Thus, decisions are often arbitrary and
have littl-e or no. true ref r.ection of actuar cost, price,
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scarcity' or the originally stated sociar preferences of the
regime' Hayek adds to this argument and highlights another flaw
in the socialist economy, that being the abil-ity of an omniscient
center to master the immensity and complexities of arr the
possibil-ities generated by the ¡narket.l2z) According to Hayek, ít
is impossibl-e to emulate the infinite possibilities of the market
mechanisn' [23] sociaÌ interest can only be accurately determined
through a mechanism which arrows alr individuar- and group
interests to be measured. This is an impossibre task for any
government bureaucracy. [24] stiIr, The advocates of the central
plan craim to give stability, erirninating fiscar fLuctuations,
excess capital, excess labor, and unsatisfÍed need . lzsl Market
reforrn vras onry one response to the problems of the command

economy. To a linited degrree, the partyrs need to emulate the
market l-ed to the expansion of super-computers and cybernet,ics,
which they believed wourd emulate the market mechanism.
unfortunately, advancements in Hungary and throughout the soviet
Bl-oc never reached a stage where super-computers became a

realistic option. Traditionally, the chief motivation behind
introducing market elements in socialist economies v/as not, to
transform, but rather to assist in the implementation of the
central p]an. 126l rhe Hungarian reformers and architects of NEM

also shared this view.

under the prÍnciple of Market socÍalism, direct interference
in the economy generally ceases to exÍst. However, significant
indirect regulation remaj-ns. A clear contradiction emerges, that
is the party I s persistent drive to maintain a monopoJ-istic
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position of pov¡er whil-e at the same tirne trying to incorporate a

more rational economic mechanism to determine resource
allocation, varue and urtimateì-y price. rt is essentiarly an
attempt by a centralized power to introduce decentralization.[27)
In fact, bY allowing the market, to function even in a 1inited
sense, the party in effect concedes that it is not capable of
unilaterally deternining sociar preference and that alternatives
are possible. By allowing even a l-inited degree of marketization,
one Iogically assumes that the individual in society has some

legitinate function as a component of what makes up sociar
preference. Democracy and pruralism are suggested here, and so
the preservatíon of the centralistic character of the party is
sirnply not possible, without altering its fundarnentally
ideological base of povJer. what \^/as needed r,/as the
restructuring of politicar institutions and abandonment
altogether of the centralistic totalitarian model of socialism.
The theoretical justification for the introduction of the market
is that it facílitates more rational economic decision rnaking.
The introduction of Market principles in Hungary did not lead
directly to capitalism. The party managed to hord on to much of
its directing role.

Janos Kornai, is very blunt in his analysis of the merits of
market socialisrn. 'rt is a principre which has simpry fizzred
outff he says- He cites the market mechanísm as the natural
coordinator of private sector activities. He points out the
futility of expecting the state unit to behave as if it were a

privately owned unit. Àccording to Kornai, the state is a
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bureaucratic monoLith, the state firm is but one part of this
monolith. ft is absurd to believe that the state can match the

flexibility, spontaneity, accurâcy, and infinite possibilities
generated by the market mechanism. L28 I The mere discontinuation
of central plan commands does not create market co-ordination of
state firms. In fact, he arg,ues that it is naive to believe in
the concept of the mutually correcting duality of plan and

market. Under the principle of rnarket socialism the party will
inevitabry manipulate the market as an instrument of its
authority. The result is many micro interventions by the central
authority. Enterprise dependence on the state is preserved and

subsequently competition between enterprises is irnpeded. l29l In
I{estern Market Econornies too, government intervention is
prevalent. However, interventions rarely result in major
distortions in the operation of the market. This is so because a

democratic government in a market setting does not lay claim to
an over-arching rrsocial purpose. rl

Motivation to succeed, to compete, and to generate profit
is difficult to achieve when the economic actors are not
operating wÍth any risk to themselves. Like-wise, the state
decision-maker doesnrt make decisions with his or her own pocket

book in nind. [30] Under socialist leadership failure is not
excepted. Under market conditions, failure is frequently a result
of poor entrepreneurship. The acceptance of failure and success

as equally acceptable possibilities under capitalisrn contrasts
sharply with the explicit unacceptabilit,y of fairure in the
communist scheme. It al-so accentuates the incompatibility between
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the principles of capitalísm and socialisrn. The hard-rine
sociarists arg'ue that rnarket sociarism is rearry only a
bloodless form of capitarism; or capitarism without
capitalists' [31] sti11, the market mechanism is a more efficient
and accurate method of measuring the pulse of the economy. [32]

The Hungarian Model 0f Market socialism or its synonyrn: the
New Economic Mechanism (NEM) followed the general theme laid down
in the principle of market socialism, that bei_ng, the
inplementation of market erements in the economy v/as to
facilitate a more rational, êfficient, dynamic and somewhat,
decentrarized deci-sion rnaking process. [33] rt eriminated the
practice of pran directives and commands from the center.
rntroducing aspects of the market v/ere realry only meant to
modify traditional central planning without overstepping the
existing socio-por-Íticar system, thus preserving alr the
ideologicar- postutates of sociarism. rn fact, it r{as
characterized not as a reform of sociarism, but as an alternative
method of implementingr it.

central plan directives were replaced with indirect
instruments of control or financial rfregulatorsil.t34l
rrnmediatelY, the theoretical contradiction of conbining pran with
market emerged. The party r-eadership in Hungary intended to
maintain arl aspects of a traditional socialist economy incruding
its unchallenged position as chief adrninistrator of sociar
preference expressed through the nationar_ plan. while on the
other hand, the party yierded to individuar and group pursuits as
a more efficient and productive channer to revita rize the
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economy" Despite conceding to aspects of capitalism, it used
this concession very successfully, because in the practical
economic sphere it promoted some individual autonomy leading to
limited competition. Thus, the Hungarian moder, briefry gave the
appearance of success. [35]

under the Hungarian model, the central_ rore of the state
and specifically the reratÍonship between the sphere of politics
and economics did not take separate courses. politics,
specifically the rore of the party took precedence over
everything including the economic sphere. The introduction of the
reforms did not change this relationship. rn the short term this
v/as acceptable. In the long term, the contradiction betr¿een
theory and practice began to manifest itself (ie. marketization
versus pran directives) rn other wordsr âs the party tried to
cul-tivate entrepreneuriar initiative through methods, which at
the same tirne cont,inued to support centralization. For the
party, Polítics and economics moLded into a single unit, where
poì-itics determined economic decisions. As a resur-t, economic
decentrarization, in theory courd not be accompanied by political
decentralization, since it would threaten the party,s leadership.
rnversely, marketization was left incompl-ete since true
independent or group initiative was impossibre under t,hese
conditions. Economic actors were curtailed by the political will
of the centrar- authority. For the participants in the reform
process, politics and economics $/ere two very differenÈ spheres.
one is forbidden and the other is linited. This appears to be the
end result, and ultimately the linit of Market Socialism. The
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challenge to the party was to determine the threshord between
politically unchallenged markeL socialism and market sociarism
which allowed for the r-ogicar transition to democracy. some
authorities argue that Hungary actuarly reached and then
surpassed the threshold between communism and democracy and lead
to the party's demise. [36]

NEM recognized that the central pran v/as not omnipotent
and therefore conceded pov/ers to individual enterprises. rn
theory, the state acquiesced in individual initiative which was
meant to decide what, and how rnuch shourd be produced and by
whom - 137 I However, the party continued to hord power which was
evident in the static situation of poritical institutions in
Hungary even as late as r-989![38] rt became clear that NEM was
not as innovative as many in the east and west originarry
thought. rn fact, it was never intended to reform socialism, but
rather to implernent the planner's priorities through market based
incentives' substantial- perogatives aÌways remained with the
planners, most of the time to subvert the influence of the
market" Barnabas Buky, a prorninent Hungarian Econornist makes a
compelring assessment concerning the essence of NEM. He arg,ues
how the Hungarian leadership knew exactry what they wanted to
avoid and what they wanted to achÍeve.

rrThey intended to introduce a rrnew mechanism, which would makebetter use of the economic base without disturbing the politicalsupersÈructure, a goal which not only violated tie. fundamentalmarxist tenet of trre linkage betweËn economics and politics(some think that it did not seem to disturb -ineml 
but aÌsoultimately doorned the reform ..,,[39]

Buky continues to explain that the starinist command economy is
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based on the the ideological assumption that the only repository
of human rationarity is the party. As a resurt, the actions of
individuals, groups, ot institutions which according to the state
could only hinder the effective pursuit of rational goals was

replaced by the absolutist power of the parÈy state. Moreover,
absolute rationality \"ras embodied in the state plan which
prescribed virtually all actions for the economic units. The same

rigid relationship existed between center and. unit. as between

state and individual-. Initiative ultirnately rested r¿ith the
planner. [40] Under NEM, this theoretical- relationship between the
center and other economic actors remained essentially unchanged.

Even though the political-economic system under NEM was

more or less stalinist, it still made the qual_ity of rife
better. (see appendix 1) This \,ras especially apparent in the
increased availability of consumer goods. Even more significant
was the relative abundance of foodstuffs Hungary enjoyed with in
the Eastern Bloc. Housing was difficult to obtain, but it was

still much easier than in most neighboring communist countries.
NEM was abl-e to create an atmosphere of change. Life felt better
and as a result, it created a more riberar society. oddly, this
liberalizatíon vlas really only a a reflection of l-iberalized
consumerism. The capital city, Budapest was most reflective of
this change. Modernized, western styre shopping and tourist
facilities gave the appearance of significant change, even to
many western observers. Hungary avoided many of the explicit
signs of stalinism such as biltboards with stalinist slogans, red
stars, and overt police control, The combined effect gave a very
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superficial appearance that things r¡¡ere genuinely changing. rn
reality, the essential features of the traditional stalinist
political-economic system remained. [4]_l

rnstead of direct commands from the center a system of
complex indirect regulators regulated the apparent autonomy of
micro-economic decision making. As with the system of central
commands, entrepreneurial initiative vras something the center
tried to emulate and nurture by use of indirect regulators. The

entrepreneurial mystique, which is an intangibre quality cannot

be artificiatry created, not even with the aid of the greatest
super computers as hras once thought possible by some of the
former communist regimes. NEM became a manipurative
mechanism. [42]

In theory, in order to make economic decentralization more

effective individual freedom and some democratic political
rights would be required to convince people that they have a real
and actual role in society,'not just subservience to the state.
One of the unique features of the competitive market is that it
supports inventiveness. The political system in Hungary, however

cont,inued to exercise an authoritative role, even in the market.

As a result, individual initiative and inventiveness were Iimited
by the political lirnitations of the communist leadership.t43l
Exceptions did occur, and there were cases where the market and

central authority could co-exist. The agricultural sector was one

of these exarnples. (see chapter 5) The party did not courpletely
ignore the theoretical debate over NEM. There were some like
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Rezso Nyers, the architect of NEM, who continued to support the

partyts function as the guiding power in society. Imre Pozsgay

(the most radical of the party reformers in 1989), already in

1968, called for the avoidance of theoretical stagnation and the

continued existence of retrograde forces. Rezso Nyers, a moderate

reformer saw more inrportance in the party t s function of

administering public interest. If the party didntt continue in

this capacity, he believed it would irnpede and not facilitate
progress. [44] C1early, the party was preserving its traditional

role of defender and facilitator of public interest. This however

created the problem of irnplernenting economíc decentralization

without the accompanying potitical decentralization. [45]

The party in Hungary put itself into a contradictory
position. It is an inner contradiction which Kornai mentions too:
rrhov¡ does one encourage people to participate in a reform which

could ultimately jeopardize their livelihood?rr [46] This problern

was common in other Soviet bloc countries as well. In fact, it

stitl haunts many of them. rn Hungary, the centralized state

hierarchy v/as required to implement the reform, yet it, was the

centralized leadership and its inherent tendency to dictate
policy from the center which inhibited the fuI1 implementation of

NEM. The political inflexÍbility of the party's political will

made the Hungarian version of Market Socialism inoperable. [47]

The second major fl-aw of the Hungarian rnodel of rnarket socialism

is consistent with many of its criticisms. Entrepreneurial

initiative !¡as stimulated by politically determined and

adninistratively enforced ru1es. In essence, firms hrere told to
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engage in free cornpetition. This form of coerced, regulated, and

emulated type of market behavior is less than accurate and is
largely void of rationality, spontaneity, and dynamism required
to create genuine competition and subsequently the
entrepreneurial nystique. [49] Finarly, in theory, the state was

to formulate regulatJ-on to facilitate the implementation of NEM.

Instead, regulators turned into directives. [49]

Even though the Hungarian version of market social-isrn failed,
the two concepts of market and regulation can co-exist. In fact,
all markets are regulated to varying degrees. rt appears that the

concepts of market and regulation were not fully understood by

Hungarians. rn particular, enterpri-se managers faired to
understand the role of regulation in the market. Regulators were

intended to function as guides to market activity. rnstead, the
tradition political tíes $/ere strengthened. fn fact, more often
than not, enterprise managers exploited vertical ties before they

pursued horizontal ties, which encouraged competitive behavior.
It was easier to turn a t'profitt' by exploiting vertÍca1 ties with
branch ministries and central authorities. Enterprise managers

interpreted the ttguiding" role of the indirect regurators as

traditional central regulators. By linking their success to
strong ties with central authorities, enterprise managers could

releive themselves of any accountability. If the enterprise they

red failed, the planners could be bl-arned as much as the
enterprise managers. Of even greater concequence s¡as that the
enterprise managers weren I t exercising any entrepreneurial
inititiative or responding to competitive forces.
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flipside, state authorities were not willing to liberalize the
political economic institutions to enforce rnarketizing measures.
This r^ras largely due to the fact that they rr'rere unwilling to
sacrifice political control for greater economi-c Liberalization.
change at Ëhe bottom could only occur if change occurred at the
top. Until, central authorities would be willing to liberalize
the institutions and structures which determined the nature of
the politicar economic climate, rear change at the enterprise
level would be arduous.
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The fmplementation of NEM

The Hungarian economic reform process rea]ly began with the
introduction of the New Economic Mechanism in 1968 (NEM). NEM

established the foundation for subsequent reforms which 1asted
until the collapse of the Hungarian communist Regime in 1989. NEM

was preceded by a number of partial and very 1imited reform
experiments prior to 1968. Numerous factors both within Hungary
and External to it helped facilitate the introduction of NEM in
l_968.

Planning for NEM started in the rnid-t960rs. rn fact, it
took some of its queues from the Kozygin Reforms in the soviet
union introduced under Brezhnev (1965). As a result, the first
blue print for NEM was considered in 1966. tt l rn brief, The
Kozygin Reforms airned at improving the existing economic system
by simplifying directives, reforming the pricing system, placing
greater emphasis on profit, and allowing enterprises to gain
limited control over investment, using staÈe credits. The radicaÌ
faction in the Hungarian leadershíp proposed a much more deeper
and significant reform. rt believed that the rigid command

economy which employed extensive central directives towards the
furfillment of the national pran was an impediment to progress,
the division of labor, and. integration into worLd markets. rt
suggested not onì-y better development of commodities and money,

but instead their emproyrnent into a market guided economy. The
state would be reregated to macro-economic management,
control-ling money, eredit suppries, r^/ages, and employment
policies. rt would involve it,self more wit,h infra-structural
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projects and very large scare industriar- projects.L2l
This line of thinking was evident ar_ready after the 19s6
revorution' The most prominent of these thinkers in Hungary was
Gyorgy peter, a prominent economist and chairman of the
Hungari-an statistical office. similar ideas !{ere being put forth
in surrounding Broc countries such as those of ota sik of the
czechoslovakian Academy of sciencesr rnstitute of Economics. The
book published by I^Ilodzimierz Brus on Market social-ism in Lg64 in
warsav¡, Poland !'/as the most influential in the formul-ation of
NEM' [3] The Hungarian reformers borrowed many of his ideas when
formulating their reform plan. [4]

The externar infl-uences on the introduction of NEM were not
limited to similar or alternative ideas of economic reform. The
NEM pran h¡as subject to very rear and at times very threatening
politicar attention from surrounding broc countries, including
the soviet union. The Hungarian Pl-an was jeopardized even before
its first draft proposal in 1966. This apprehension was rinked to
the events transpiring in the soviet union at the tirne. rn Lg64 |
the ouster of Khrushchev made many fear, especially in Hungary
that any attempt at reform which had been faciritated by the
moderating waves coming from the sovi-et union folJ-owing the 22nd,
cPsu' miqht be reversed.t5l Fortunately for Hungâfy,
Khrushchevrs replacement, Brezhnev, despite being considerably
more conservative, initially did not exercise any significant
negative infruence on the Kadar Àdministration. A number of
reasons can be given for the sovietrs apparent lack of concern
for events taking .place in Hungary. The most important and
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plausible is Kadar I s excelrent record forlowing the r-956
Revolution- He managed to pacify, de-poriticize (at reast ar-1
explicit anti-communist sentirnent) and most importantly he
generated a great deal of stabÍlity in Hungary after the events
of 1956' Even more important was the fact, he showed unwavering
loyarty to Moscow which appeared to be enough to satisfy the
soviet Leadership. soviet r-eaders belÍeved Hungary wour_d not
deviate fro¡n the soviet prescribed limits of torerance especialry
in light of the implicit threat of soviet forces stationed in
Hungary. As far as the soviet union was concerned, NEM was given
the green l-ight. t6r However, despite the green light, there hrere
other events simul-taneous to the introduction of NEM i-n 196g
which v¡ere beyond the contror and influence of Hungarian
authoritíes.

The czechoslovak uprising in l-968 created an atmosphere of
apprehension throughout the soviet Bloc. Most significantry, it
stirred conservative elements and gave them reason to denounce
reform atternpts and moderating trends. Kadar was able to control_
effectively and to manipulate indigenous conservatives by
systernaticalJ-y rforcingr them out of infr-uentiar positions. rt
vras the external conservative backrash from surrounding Bloc
countries which gave hirn reason to r¡/orry. conservative critiq-ues
from czechoslovakia (cssR), East Germany (GDR), and the soviet
union all warned of the potentiar_ inplications of NEM,
especiarly. in 1ight. of the events unfording in cssR.
conservatives warned that even moderate economic reforms wourd
lead to instabirity. Kadar hras able to brush off the negative
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influence of communist conservatives by pointing towards three
very important facts. Partial implementation of NEM principles
before 1968 showed no sign of compromising Hungarian political
institutions. secondly, Kadar effectively normalized and
stabilized the Hungarian polity following the 1956 revort, and

most importantly he reaffirmed his loyalty towards soviet policy
and leadership by participating in the soviet suppression of the
1968 Prague spring. [7] Kadar worried that confrontation between
the Dubcek regime and the soviets nay jeopardize NEM. Kadar made

it clear that NEM was to be very rimited in scope, especiarry in
the political sphere. However, conservatives at the time, viewed
NEM as potentiarry dangerous and de-stabilizing, perhaps rightly
so, since on paper it left many doors at reast partry open to
further more far reaching reform. rn rearity, it hras the
politically cautious and conservative attitude of Kadar which
linited the potential innovative features of NEM. Nonetheless,
Kadar did have some reason to v/orry since the rSIKr model for
reform in czechoslovakia which r¡/as one of the main targets of
soviet criticism, v/as actualry quite similar to the Hungarian
model. The srK modeÌ differed in that it proposed political
change to facilitate market reforms. This was beyond tolerable
linits. Despite his apparent personal reluctance to participate
in the 1968 invasion of czechoslovakia, Kadar $¡as one of the
first to send troops. t8l He did this to confirm loyarty to the
soviets and to confirm that the Hungarian reforms would not
exceed the prescribed limits which had apparentÌy been exceeded
by the czechoslovak reforms. soviet limits of tolerance rrere
always vague, and consequently enhanced the fear factor in
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reforns' People never really knew where the line of tolerability
was; it kept peopre guessing. The risk of arrest and irnprisonment
r'/as always present- The memory of 1956 was all too vivid for both
Kadar and the general population to risk a second soviet
invasion' Though, it is important to note that the introduction
of NEM was never accompanied by the lever of expricitand free
politicar expression seen during the height of the,prague
Springtt. [9] Kadar remained sympathetic towards the CSSR reforms,
as much as it was advisabl-e. He was forced to reverse his opinion
in March of rg69 after the Anti-soviet demonstrations in
Prague.[10] Politica1ly, NEM has been viewed as a delayed
reaction to the Lg56 Revolution. [1]-l rhis might be true in the
sense that NEM was an obvious extension of the Kadar rrmoderating
policiesrr of the post l-956 period. The ruthressness of the secret
police activities also appeared to diminish as the reforms took
affect. Kadarrs opportunism and pragrnatic readership style
emerged. NEM helped facilitate this poritical objective, but
because it vras so politicalry motivated, the econornic
liberalization intended by its introduction was quite diruted.
Kadarrs superficiar faith in the merits of socialisrn, reform, and
in NEM v/ere apparent.

Passive soviet support or at l-east tolerance v¡as essential
to the implementation and the survival 0f NEM. rn March of L968,
the same month in which Anti-soviet demonstrations frared in
Prague, Moscov¡ sent Hungarian authorities a telegram to
acknowredge the 5oth anniversary of the proclarnation of the
Hungarian soviet Repubr-ic. ïn the teregram Moscow acl<nowredged
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Hungaryts contribution, on beharf of the cpsu, the soviet
Government, and all soviet citÍzens to the theory and practice of
socialism, and it commended Hungaryts successes in the building
of socialism rt is difficult to determine the sincerity of the
telegrarn. rt's possible that it was written out of necessity in
response to the potential destabiLizing effects of the cssR
situation. rt is also plausible that Moscow did have genuine
faith in the Kadar leadership and considered him as a trustworthy
and reliable aIly. rt is certain that Kadar made absolutely sure
that no explicit Anti-soviet sentiment emerge in Hungary. rn
contrast to the extremery criticar even aggressive, almost
defamatory czechoslovak Press in t-968 /69, one would have searched
in vain to find any Ànti-soviet sentiment in official or semi-
official publications in Hungary. Regardless, some soviet
officials remained skepticar of Hungarj.an reforms. rn particular,
Nikolai Drogishinski, the head of the Department for the
rntroduction of New Methods of Planning and Economic stimulation
in the soviet state planning commission (Gospran) fert that
Hungarian and czechoslovak Reforms could be grouped into the same

category. Their assessment was blunt when asked in an interview
with Henry shaffer, Associate Professor of Economics, university
of Kansas:

rrlrle do not like to criticize our Hungarian comrades, but wethink their approach to central pranning- i= totaiiy inóorr"ci;and we shour-d know because here in the sãviet u;í;; we have had50 years of experience with central planning"titt

Similar sentiments were apparent in
by Prof. Rem A. Belosov, Section

a l-ecture delivered in 1968

Chief of the Institute of
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Economic sciences attached to Gospran. He said that the Hungarian
experiment r/as being watched carefurry and shourd it fair, the
soviet union courd help Hungary. He felt the soviet union should
be much more careful before embarking on any similar reforrns. [13]
rt is clear that the soviets \,ùere apprehensive on many points.
There v¡ere fears that the introduction of NEM rnight, compromise
the position of the party as understood in soviet terms. Àlso,
some fert the reforms night read Hungary to compromise its
coMEcoN obligations, perhaps its warsa\,ü pact oblÍgations too.
soviet reactj-on seemed to refrect the apparent radical nature of
NEM as it was perceived at the tirne of its introduction. Kadarrs
loyalty and assurances to the soviets, that Hungary wour-d
continue to fulfill its obligations to Bloc members led the
soviets to give passive support to NEM. Al-so, in the j_nterest of
overall stability, especially in the tense atmosphere folrowing
1968 it was conceivabre that soviet authorities sah, the varue in
rrextending the leash just a littlerr. Hungary engaged in a unique
blend of give and take poritics . rt was careful to meet soviet
demands whire irnprernenting its own reform plan.

NEM had two functions: economic reforrns, and secondty
politicar stabirity. NEM and subsequent reforms which cornprimentd
it raised the possibirity of poritical change. politicar change
rdas never initiated under NEM, and as a result political debate
was kept with in the confines of party offices. rt appears that
the general- popuration r¡/as more anxious to cuLtivate and
maintain the idea of economic reform than to chalrenge the
political estabrishment. on the same note, the party wished to
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avoid confrontation with the soviets. The immediate concern of
NEM and subsequent reforms was to address the side effects of the
orthodox command economy. The Hungarian economy reflected. many of
these side effects including chronic shortages, row productivity,
inefficj'ency, lagging technologicar innovation, a deteriorating
and inadequate infrastructure. Debt as a result of continued
subsidization of large unprofitable fj-rrns just exacerbated this
probrern" There hrere few in the leadership who courd deny these
problems ' During the l-1th Hungar j-an sociarist lrlorkerrs party
(HSI^IP) congress, there Ì,vas a carl f or improvements in the
implernentation of sociarist objectives. The statements of the
Party hrere actuarly quite vague and often very general without
reading to any concrete recommendations. For instance, they
called for a stronger assertion of sociar pranning by improving
the efficiency of central- control and raising the standards of
planning at both the enterprise and national rever. They arso
called for a creation of harmony between the objectives of the
plan and the means used. t14l some vague recommendations v¡ere made
which called for the introduction of some market principles to
stimulate efficiency- The congress v/as successful in recognizing
all the major probrem areas of the Hungarian economy, narnery: the
need to adjust the patterns of productivity to improve foreign
demand for Hungarian products especial-ry with in the Eastern
Bloc; also the need for greater fl,exibirity and adaptability to
chanqes in the economy, through the use of regulators. some
mention was also made of the need for greater enterprise autonomy
to help facilitate these changes. t15l subseguent debate wourd
center around the parameters of the economic reform.
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NEM intended to combine the advantages of centrar planning
with market incentives and private initiative. ït avoided
bureaucratic over-centralization, but also the anarchy of the
market and unrimited profit orientation. ït was a dynami_c moder.
However, it ïras absolutery cÌear that it wourd not be
comprimented with reforms to the politicar structure. [16] The
traditional institutional and organizationar structure of
economic management remained essentially unchanged. [17] However,
NEM did eriminate direct and comprehensive involvernent of central
pran directives- rnstead, a system of indirect regurators
replaced the former pÌan directives. [18] At the time, this was a

radi-caI departure from the past. However, upon more detailed
examination, it became evident that many of the characteristics
of the orthodox planned economy remained, except in a more
disguised fashion. t19l The first brue print for NEM was ar-so very
cl-ear on its position on the basic tenets of the sociarist
system. specifically, it stated that it intended to rnodify the
basic traditional features of central pranning without
overstepping the parameters of the estabrished socio-poritical
system ' The ob j ect \^/as to improve the methods of r bui.Iding
sociaLismtt. NEM retained the fundamental features of the
socialist economy, such as sociar ownership being the predorninant
means of productionr âs werr as all the ideorogical postulates of
socialism and the central rol-e of the nationar plan in the
allocation of resources. rt envisaged a dominant, rore for the
state sector with moderate scope for the private sector, and
encouraged expansion of the cooperative sector. NEM did not
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intend to reprace the Nationar Plan with the market, but instead
it aÍmed to irnplement the plannerrs priorities through market
incentives.[20] NEM was introduced with a single stroke
throughout the whole economy, this differed from reform attempts
especialry in other Bloc countries and the sovi-et union where
reform was more gradual: firm by firm, and. industry by
industry. lzJ-r rt was believed by the readership at the tine, that
the swift all encompassing strategy of imprement.ation woul-d give
the reforms the best chance to be effecti-ve and efficient. The
t'¡isdom of this tactic was somewhat questionable considering the
political climate in which they h,ere irnplemented. Experience
showed that sudden whirr-wind changes could pose a disruptive
effect, especially apprehension in soviet authorities.

the principle features of the Hungarian Reform package
(NEM) can be summarized as follows:
l- ' The ref orrns sought to increase the productivity of f actorsof production by improving the incentivã;t;¿;;:'2'There was a generar desirê to stimulate gieater efficiency inall branches of the economy and to irnf,rove trr" countryrsforeign trade performance.
3. rt hoped. to_ change lns persistent selr_errs market thatcharactetized the tradition-aI system of economic managementand make production more respon-sive to cnang;s in demand.

To facilitate these objectives, the reform package
introduced changes to the pranning, pricing and the incentive
system'122 I The reform attenpted to decentrarize economic
decision making in order to achieve a higher level of efficiency
and a more economical use of avairabre resources.[23] Efforts
were made to create market links between state owned firrns, and
firms and consumers. Arso , g.eater independence and
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responsibility was given to individuar enterprise managers to
encourage them to rnake day to day micro-economic decisions. [24]
However, the state stilr remained the sole reposi.tory of
rationality' Even though the relationship between state and
individuar v/as rer-axed in the economic rearm, it continued to
make all rnajor macro-economic decisions regarding economic
devel0pment, investment, consumption, and foreign trade . l25l NEM
atternpted to free the countryrs productive resources and
capabilities from the the stronghold of centrarized economj-c
management and infLexible budgetary all_ocation processes. rt
aimed to generate new i-ncentives for higher productivity and
more cost-effective rnanagement at the enterprise level . 126r NEM
was to be confined to the economic sphere.L2Tl

under the NEM reforms, individuar enterprise managers !ùere
expected to work more effectivery and profitabry toward the
rearization of the nationar ptan. The independence they received
was actually quite rimlted, sÍnce they stirr had to comply with
central policies. rnstead of fulfirling central directives, they
!¡ere now subject to a set of complex indirect reguÌators
(forrnulas) which determÍned the division of investment, vragle,
price and most irnportantly the division of profits. Each aspect
of enterprise activity: hrages, totar manpower, profit,
investment etc' v/as linked by these formuLas to the size of the
profit sharing fund from which managers wourd receive bonuses.
By manipurating the formulas, they rnanipurated the managersl
bonuses and subsequentry the frow of investment, !üage revers, and
the size of the rabor force. t28j Through this method of indirect
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regulation the state preserved its ideorogical claim to being the
chief regulator of the economy. secondry, it intended to
stinurate more indivÍduar- initiative Ín enterprise managers.
one of the incentives used to achieve this was the profit sharing
fund - t29 I The fundamentar- fraw of this type of incentive program
is that it wasn I t stirnulated by genuine market cornpetition but
instead by a manipulative mechanism directed by the state. The
state manager really didn't enjoy the type of freedom that he
wourd need to exercise true entrepreneuri_ar initiative.
ultinately, he or she was accountabte to the state, and the state
reserved the right to intervene. As Janos Kornai poi_nts out, the
state manager v/as not an entrepreneur, though the state expected
him or her to be one. The state didntt alrow the creation of the
necessary circumstances for entrepreneurial initíative to
function (ie' a dynamic free market). Kornai points out that the
enterprise nanagrer $/as not subject to hard budget constraints
under the pran. Even though, the manager may resembÌe a quasi
entrepreneur under the NEM plan, he or she still has to rnake day
to day nicro-economic decisions within the prescribed parameters
of the central authority. The manager did not make decisions with
his or her rrpocket bookrr in rnind. rnstead, the maximization of
state concessions to satisfy the or the national pJ-an took
precedence over entrepreneuriar thinking.t3ol rhis arso
elirninated any possibilty for accountability. unfortunatery,
entrepreneurial initiative rike the regulators lras imposed.
unlike reg'ulators, entrepreneuriar initiative involved a certain
intangible spontaneity and dynamism which coul-d not be coerced or
even regulated. r't is something which was unique to the
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competitive dynanric conditions of the market mechanism through
the interaction of supply and demand. The use of centra]_ly
deterrnined rules to stimulate entrepreneurial behavior instead of
market forces, rendered any manifestation of entrepreneurship
very superficiar. t31l Even the means used to create this quasi
entrepreneurial initiative \das often perverted. For instance,
profitabl-e firms paid bonuses to workers and managers from
profits earned after taxes. However, unprofitable firrns
frequently received heavy subsidies which created fictitious
profits' The result was that inefficient unprofitable firms used
one subsidy to gain another, conseguently negating the intended
effect of the bonus system which was to encouraqe entrepreneurial
initiative, efficieDCy, and ultimately profitability . l32l of
particurar significance too was the branch ministries, continued
reservation to appoint and dismiss enterprise managers as they
wished. t33l

The fundamental- flaws of the management function under NEM

!'¡as the lirnited parameters with in which it, had to operate.
Genuine competitive market conditions did not exist under NEM.

The practice of bargaining remained essentiarly unchanged.
rnstead of bargaining over target figures imposed by the national
pIan, they bargained over tax credits, taxation and pricing t34l
More often than not, questions of efficiency, profitability were
given only secondary consideration. The mix of central
bureaucratic contror wÍth market erernents seemed always to give
priority to the wirl of the centrar planners and onry secondary
importance to market, influence.
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rn an effort to more accuratery refrect foreign prices, NEM

made steps towards a unified exchange rate. The regurators for
pricing and exchange rates lvere made more flexible. t35l rhe
multitude of exchange rates prior to 1968 were unified. Before
L96I, exchange rates were adjusted by the centrar bank.
Nevertheless, there vtas no exchange rate in the usuar sense. The
one estabrished by the bank v/as used for statisticar purposes
on1y. rn practice, exchanged rates varied widery. part of NEM

invorved exchange rate reform; this resurted in a somewhat ress
arbitrary and si-ightly more rationar exchange rate. stirl, the
establishment of varue was vague and erusive. There rearly was
no consistent policy, and because there was more than one rate,
the exchange rate problern \,sas never compJ_etery solved. The ne,^/

system had a unified rate call-ed the commerciar exchang,e rate
which was set to the average cost in forints of earning a unit of
foreign exchange in none-ruble exports. There r,üas aLso a non-
commerciar rate al-so known as the tourist rate. The tourist rate
\^ras often highl-y deflated in comparison to the commercial rate.
The commercial- rate clearly refrected heavy subsidization of
consumer goods and services. [36] The inconvertibility of the
Hungarian currency (forint) combined with the isolation of the
Hungarian economy, and. the very linited competitive market
activity with lrlestern firrns made the establíshment of reaListic
exchange rates almost impossible.

Attempts to liberalize foreign trade
often resulted in greater distortion
recentral_ization to.aneliorate them. What is

towards this end,

s and subsequent
rarely mentioned in
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official documents and literature, Hungary like most Eastern Bloc
countries had a black market exchange rate which was as much as
2oz higher than the already inflated commercial exchange rate
which was supposed to be a reasonabry accurate reflection of the
value of the forint. of course, the black market rate could be as
much a four times the officiar tourist rate. The significance of
the marked difference between official and unofficiar rates is
that it reflected the extent of state subsidization of prices,
and more irnportantly the brack rnarket rate gave a more accurate
measure of the actual varue of the forint against foreign
currencies.

Before the introduction of NEM, prices rarery reflected
relative scarcity of resources. Differentiars between foreign and
dornestic prices were conpensated by transfer of special funds.
consumer and producer prices h/ere separated by a complex systern
of turnover taxes and subsidies. NEM introduced a three 1evel
pri-ce system. Fixed prices which v/ere set by the central
authority' FÌexible prices which were allowed to fLuctuate
between centrally determined limits, and free prices which !/ere
set by enterprises according to predeterrnined rules. This meant
that the Nationar Materials and Price office stilr herd the right
to intervene if it deemed price increases excessÍve. Moreover,
rules governing cost calculations and admissible profit margins
required prior notification to the National Materiars and price
office' Regulations concerning the profitability of enterprises
determined the extent to which producer price adjustments could
be passed on to cu'stomers or absorbed in prof its 137I Fixed
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prices generar-ry applied to most basic foodstuffs and rav/
materiars- The variabre prices applied to most capitar goods,
consumer g'oods, and processed foods. Free prices appì_ied to such
items as fashion goods and cosmetics (luxury items), as werr as
foodstuffs sor-d by smallhorders.[38] The pricing structure
introduced in 1968 added considerabLe flexibility and freedom to
the ability of firrns to adjust prices. However, they stirr had to
notify central authorities of price adjustments. Thus
considerabre administrative intervention continued. t39l
uJ-tirnately, the accuracy of price even under the sharply limited
parameters of NEM depended heavily on the level- of genuine
cornpetS-tion. The reality was that the price distorting practice
of state subsidizatÍon continued even after the introduction of
NEM' rn particul-ar, subsidies on essential items such as basic
food stuffs remained very high.[40] A1r too often prices hrere
cushioned making the effect of increases or decreases r-ess
noticeable. Even though there rdere some in the J_eadership who
advocated more far reaching or liberal izing price reform. Fears
of potentiar dislocatÍon and a possible decreased standard of
living kept authorities from reducing or stopping interference in
price formation.[41] For instance, it wasn't uncommon that a
price for a commodity v/as deterrnined after the concrusion of the
delivery agrreement, instead of price being an integrar part of
the agreement as wourd be under competitive conditions. prices
and regulators \rrere of ten made to f it the movement of goods.
rnversely, the movement of goods often took place without regard
for prices and applicable regulators Íntended to rationalize the
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price system. very simply, the NEM pricing system introduced in
1968 faired to estabrish concrete varue reÌationships.l42l
Pricing continued to be distorted and ended up reflecting the
irrationality and arbitrari-ness of the system instead of any
genuine refr-ection of vaIue, demand, and scarcity which exists
onry under genuine cornpetitive conditions.

$lage policy also underwent change with the introduction of
NEM. Like pricing, v/ages were subjected to signifÍcant
decentrarization. However, it also had to function with in
predetermined limits and was subject to indirect regulators which
manipulated wage and subsequentry labor decisÍons of enterprise
managers'[43] one of the most distinct features of the revised
r¡/age system (1968) was the arrowance of profit funds to be used
for wag'e bonuses. The size of these funds was of course regulated
by various state taxes. Atso as atready mentioned, the bonus
system didnrt arways reward profitabÌe fírms. The state wour-d
frequently subsidi-ze unprofitabre firms so that they too, courd
turn a profit and consequently col-lect on additional state
bonuses for showing profitability! Al-so, managers benefited much
more than did workers. As a result, arready in rgTr steps were
taken by central authorities to place more rigid supervision and
control .ver re-investment especially as it pertained to v/age
bonuses'r44r of course, the aim of the wage fund bonuses was to
create some incentive for economic efficiency. lfage fund control
and ultimately wage regulation was based on productivity
indi-cators determined by the central authority. t45l However,
inequities did occur since not aIr_ the fírms were abre to
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qenerate the same profits and subsequently the same e/age
j-ncreases which ranged between 1,-72/yr, The resurt was that tax
exemptions and subsidies where needed to equaríze bonuses.
Needless to saY, this $/as a self-defeating exercise as it did
little for inspiring efficiency and productivity sÍnce no
differentiation v/as made between profitable and unprofitabre
firms. 146l the formula for the productivity indicators is not
crear eitheri in fact it isnrt spelled out. rt is sornething
arbitrarily deterrnined by the state. As a resurt, exceptions
couÌd easily be made and sometimes productivity indicators
affecting rrage funds courd be spontaneousry changed. Thusr Do
uniform measure of productivity courd rearly exist under such
conditions, and subsequently no genuine reward system could be
establ_ished.

The chronic problem with vrage determination too, was that it
$¡as influenced more by centrar reguration then it hras by market
indicaÈors' central contror of wage reguration was essentj-alry
rnaintained' The controls \4tere fixed at the average tevel of the
firms; its intended effect vüas to maintain fulr ernployment. This
systern brought with it chronic probrems common to many firms. rt
prevented firns from expelJ.ing superfluous workers, raising
wages for highly skirled emproyees, like engineers, scientists
and managrers. simply, there hras no room for taking an
economically rational road .147 I of particular significance is
that the fixed average \dage level prevented fj.rns from increasing
productivity and efficiency by hiring fewer but higher quarity
and better paid workers. rt also prevented the firms from earníng
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higher profits. rn fact, fj-rms became more interested in hiring
cheap low skilr-ed rabor in order to increase pay for their high
skilled raborers. [48] To a hlestern analyst, it v/as especiarly
peculiar that an empJ-oyment position designed for one worker vras
often divided between several workers arl for the sake of
maintaining fuI1 employrnent (necessitated by the ideorogical
postulates of socialisrn) . This created "hidden unemployrnentr.
I{ages remained uniform regardless of the amount and difficulty
of work' Thus workers had no incentive to be more productive,
knowing that they would be paid the same regardress of their
productivity. the overall result was rtoveremploymentrr and
rroverspending'r (state subsidies). Therefore, litt1e vras done
towards rationalizing rabor and wage poricy, and most certainly
littre proqress was made towards increasing economic efficiency
and productivity.

The chronic problern of intense bureaucratic control
continued, and ress attention \^/as given to developing unregurated
market control. The 196g $/age reforms had two goals: to control
consumer purchasing power, and to make labor more efficient in
an environment of greater enterprise independence. However, they
vrere stirl subject to indirect central reguration. wage increases
above a pre-determined lever were heavily taxed; the taxes were
based on the average hrage or the enterprise $/age bilr . r'gJ

The lrage reforms succeeded in inproving the standard of
living by increasing overarr pay to workers. However, by
increasing PaYr in many cases through subsidy, and naintaining
the heaviry subsidized pricing structure, rittle !,¡as done to
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reduce consumer spending. This aggravated the balance of payrnents

deficit. rt al-so continued to deplete state funds and force it to
take counter-productive measures in the form of increased taxes
on genuinely profitabì-e firms and increased foreign borrowing.
Moreover, since the bonus system rarely discriminated between
prof itabre and unprof itable f irrns, little prog,ress r^ras made

towards increasing individual initiative, motivation, and
productivity. Thus both objectives of the v/age reform faired.

The control of investment resources rernained. essentiall-y
unchanged with the introduction of NEM. Most investment decisions
had to pass under the scrutiny of the central bureaucracy. The
bureaucracy often lacked the competence to formulate rational
coherent investment policy. rnstead of at least allowing the
adrninistrative professionals to have final word on investment
decisions, the central authorities often intervened and exercised
their control to infruence points of leverage in company
management (investment).t5ol As a result, it, was common for
industrial investment to benefit even inefficient spheres of
productÍon. [51i The state authorities r{rere plagued with the
problern of satisfying two conflicting objectives at the macro-
economic IeveI, bY trying to maintain equilibriurn between jobs
and resources and by trying to provide finances for investment
projects included in the national plan. Al-most all insolvent
firrns requested finances for investment; in fact their appetite
for f inances r'/as of ten encouraged by sectorial authorities. The
second probl-em was technical in nature. Many firms failed to meet
deadlines because of prolonged construction periods. The failure
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to meet delivery dates dramatically increased costs to the
state' Hungary l{as especiatly known for this practice. As xavier
Richet (rnstitute of Business Administration, unj-versite Jean
Moulin, Lyon) points out, that on average it took 1.5 tirnes
longer for investment projects to be completed in Hungary
compared to similar ones in the GDR and cssR. rt took almost 2_
2'5 times as long as western countries. [52] Firrns would often
deÌiberately underestimate the costs of their investment projects
in order to secure the projectrs inclusion in the nationar_
plan' once it was in the pIan, the state was cornitted to complete
no matter how 10ng or costly it became to complete.

The pranning office, the Nationar_ Bank, or: the Ministry of
Finance werenrt in the position to carry out checks mostry
because of lack of time and resources, but also because of the
inherent uncertainty buirt into the system itserf.t53l rhe
probrems vrere inherent and courd onry be ameriorated if
fundamental- restructuring of i_nvestment poricy courd take place.
Firstry, f irms wour-d have to be given more i_ndependence in
investment decisions and greater freedom from the influence of
plan preferences. Moreover, greater accountability should have
been put on enterprise manaqers. rnstead of managers being
motivated to increase efficiency and productivity, they were
content to exploit the system to the best of their ability and to
make considerations of efficiency, profitabiJ-ity, and
productivity secondary. The inability of the central authorities
to control the wastefur manner of investment funds not onry
discouraged efficiency and productivity but ultirnatery progress
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in the form of nev¡ technologies, upgraded infrastructure, and

upgraded labor skills and methods. New reforms in this area were

introduced later under the second round of NEM in LgTg-BO. Until
then' little v¡as done to improve the deficient nature of the
investment system. The continued existence of an unrealistic
pricing system and state subsidies blurred the Iine between

dynamic profitable firrns and unprofitable ones.

Modernization v/as also hampered because of the credit
monopoly of the central bank and its refusal to allow foreign
investment. Àlthough provisions rá¡ere made to allow firrns to re-
invest increasing amounts of their ttprofit" into capital
investment and there by reducing the level of state investment,
this too was distorted by the existing system of prices and

subsidies. The low cost of labor often led firms to build new

plants using existÍng technorogy instead of overarl
modernization. rt was berieved that the bigger the capacity the
the greater the potential profits. This irrusion led to the
simultaneous start of many capital projects. Firms took for
granted that they would be baired out if they faired.. Many did
fair, and the state was left with the birr and a rarge number of
unfinished capital projects. t54l Even Bankruptcy laws introduced
under the auspices of NEM did little to encourage insolvent firns
to adapt more profitable investment practices.

Under the I97O enterprise statute, it was formally possible
for an enterprise to file for bankruptcy" The statute !¡as

practicalty never i.nvoked, except in the form of mergers which
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meant a failing enterprise would be merged with more a successful

one. [55] It appears the prospect of bankruptcy r^¡as sinply not an

acceptable principle, even though it !"as formally recognized. In

theory it would pose a an ideologicaJ- problem, because in a

traditional socialist economy, bankruptcy of a state enterprise
was not feasible. fn principle, this was the same as the
inpossibility of unemployment in a socialist economy. on a highly
theoretical leveI, bankruptcy of an enterprise contradicts the

fundamental tenets of state ownership. As a result, failing
enterprises v¡eren't held accountable if they failed. fnstead,

the state continued to bail them out. This too, was an aspecÈ of

the reform which would require further development in subsequent

rnodifications to NEM.

Since Hungary has been characterized as a resource poor

nation, central planners placed a great deal of emphasis on

Foreign Trade. Hungaryrs limited natural resources forced it to
externalize its domestic economy through increased international
trade with both socialist and rnarket economies. The regime was

forced to build up externat links with the West and Third worLd

trading partners. This also had a spin-off effect, it intensified
Hungarian Foreign PoIicy especially its diplornatic activity in
l,iestern Europe. [56] In the context of NEM, this trade $¡as a

delicate balance between Vüestern trade partners and CMEA

partners. The central objective of NEM's trade policy t¡as to
improve Hungaryrs balance of payments especially with the l{est

Under NEM, greater emphasis hras placed on exports to the West in
order to procure hard currency inflows to help finance Hungaryfs
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growing debt, but more importantly to facilitate the improvement

of Hungarian infrastructure, technology, and capital investments.

The relatively good standard of living which Hungarians grer.¡

accustomed to, could only be sustained through continued hard

currency inflows from exports and from new foreign credits. As

with other reform measures, its SucceSS lì¡as linked to

marketizaLion. Hard currency exports by necessity had to be

linked to the establishment of some form of market

regulatíon.[57] Despite recognizing the need for market

regul-ation to facilitate foreign trade and transactions,

initially free competition with Western firms was infrequent and

vras subject to ministerial approval and regulation. [58]

ÀIso in an effort to bolster hard currency inflows, Hungary

made significant efforts to encourage tourism. As a result,

travel- restrictíons in Hungary were realtively liberal compared

to its neighbours. The capital city, Budapest was especially

cultivated for this purpose. Western Hotels and western style

shopping districts in downtown Budapest and cut-rate

accomodations along Lake BaIaton, Hungaryrs resort region

combined to attract many western tourists.

Depending on which school- of thought one belonged to, CMEA

obligations functioned both as a stabilizing influence and also

as a distorting influence. To those subscribing to the former

school of thought, the CMEA offered much needed stability in

trade especially in J-ight of fluctuations in Western demand for

Hungarian exports. At times, the CMEA could serve as a useful

counterbalance to absorb excess exports not sold to the !r7est,. t59l
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Ironically, one of the central airns of NEM was to increase the

level of trlestern trade, particularly because Hungary desperately

needed hard-currency exports to meet foreign debt obligations,

but, also to purchase l{estern technologies, capital stock, and raw

materials. However, ne\À/ hard currency in flows t\¡ere often used to

facíIitate expansion of existing firrns to meet CMEA obligations!

The bulk of CMEA trade took place between Hungary and the Soviet

Union. Contrary to the decentralizing influence of NEM trade

policy, Soviet trade exerted strong pressures for centralization

and administrative control. Already in 1968, authorities had to

ensure that enterprises dealing with CMEA markets htere neither

excessively profitable or unprofitable. They did this through

various taxes and subsidies. This conflicted with the posture

needed by enterprises to assume trade with western firms.

Technical specifications, lot sizes, production rhythms, delivery

times and price relations differed. [60] The Central Development

P1ans (CDP) introduced by the Hungarian regime between 1968 and

1973 also ran contrary to the principles initiated by NEM.

The CDPfs and Soviet Demand for large lots of manufactures

supported big concentrated industries, even though NEM intended

to decentralize and decrease the size of enterprises to

facilitate competition through marketízaLion. Strong external

economic influence (USSR) as well as ínternal pressure made

effective irnplernentation of NEM investment principles virtually

irnpossible. Instead, rapid economic expansion reminiscent of the

traditional- command economy seemed more attractive.

Unfortunately, this practice was accompanied. by faniliar side
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effects: shortages, tensions and ultinately j-ncreased direct

intervention and resource allocation by central authorities. [61]

fntra-CMEA trade did have some positive results. Annually

negotiated bi-lateral- quota agreements with CMEA partners ensured

Hungary essential imports of energy and raw materials against

which Hungary would export various agricultural and industrial

products. This market was beneficial since it promoted economies

of scale, minimum requirements for quality, packaging, punctual

delivery, and servicing, though still much below the standards

required for convertible hard currency markets. 162) Greater

interaction, and cooperation with Western firms possessing this

type of rrknow-howtt, could have irnproved the chronic problems

associated with poor packaging and quality of products.

The continued need for hard currency exports to satisfy

irnport requirements lead the government to selI almost anything

which could be sold on hard currency markets.[63] Yet, it

continued to pay little attention to the source of the problem,

which was the restrictive influence of indirect regulators. This

prevented. profit from being a firmrs first concern and

subsequently altuded the necessary adjustments towards increased

invesment in new technology to increase quality and not quantity.

Trade difficulties \4rere further aggravated by the pricing

systern(s) adapted by the Hungarian regime. Some were irnposed

externally because of CMEA obligations and some by NEM. The

domestic price structure often had IittIe or no reflection of

foreign (Western) price structures. [64] Severe price distortions
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resulted and h¡ere not uncommon, since dornestically set prices

were manipulated by taxes and subsidies while Western prices were

market regulated. The dornestic pricing further complicated trade

since it employed three pricing categories neither of which were

entirely market determined. The result r^/as two broad sets of

prices which made it extremely difficult for cornpetitive firms to

negotiate price"

CMEA guided pricing lacked any true reflection of value and

rationalÍty. Hungary hras forced to adapt its structure of

foreign trade to the rigid rules of the CMEA. [65] Up to the

early 1-97 O I s , CMEA trade ad justed its pricing in f ive year

intervals and in the mid l-970's to annual adjustments based on

moving five year averages of worl,d prices. The prices continued

to bare litt1e reflection of actual world prices because of

extensive bargaining over technical aspects, rebates, discounts,

and payrnent terms. [66] Thus, NEMrs success in the sphere of trade

hras limit,ed. Bven hard-currency trade (free trade) was heavily

regulated by the indirect regulators. The result was stagnation

and lack of sufficient progress in improving the overalL quality

of trade, and the rationality of the accompanying pricing

schemes. This led Hungary into serious balance of trade and debt

problems, especially since the demand for hard-currency imports

continued to grovr. Involvement in CMEA trade made any involvement

in gIobaI trade and profitable participation in t,he

international division of ]abor difficu1L.16Tl It also prevented

Hungary from expanding and liberalizing trade with its more

lucrative $Iestern partners.[68] Khruschev offset this trend by
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introducing more rnurti-lateraI trade between CMEA members. .MEA
oblj-gations were not the onÌy factors behind Hungary,s inability
to expand its strongry western oriented Lrade. The unwill-ingness
of the conservative leadership to liberarize trade through the
use of requrators prevented firms from engagj-ng in further trade
with rvestern partners. By letting f irms eng,age i-n more
liberalized trade with the lrlest, they could have given Hungary
even greater access to I,{estern markets for sale of HungarÍan
exports" rnstead, imports fuel-ed by rising consumer demand and
rapid investment forced the regirne to finance trade imbarances
through foreign credits obtained from the l,Iorld Bank. Trade
l-iberal-ization night have prevented this trend at r_east part]_y.
However' it woul-d have also forced the central authorities to
implement marketization measures more rigorousfy. por_iticar_
conservatives and the fear of political compromise prevented such
measures frorn being implenented.

rn 1-972 a combination of factors both external- and internal_
to Hungary brought NEM to a halt. NEM was not formally abandoned,
but circumstances r-ed the Hungarian readership to a policy of
retrenchment' Recentralization and increased central interventi_on
characterj_zed Ig72 and subsequent years. t69l

rnternationar- developments in the grobaì_ economy v/ere the
first reasons for the partial reversar_ of the reforms in 1_g7z_73.
The worr-d economy was suffering from the effects of the oil
shocks which triggered a worldwide economic crisis. The Hungarian
leadership bel-ieved it could shield the economy from the effects
of events abroad by returning to a poricy of accererated growth
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by v¡ay of traditional centrally pranned investment and trade
poricy' and in some cases totar reversar of earrier reforrns. The
Hungarian leadership like most of its CMEA neighbors failed to
measure the degree of reliance it was developing on r,Iestern
energy and resources. Despj-te largely unsuccessfur attempts to
shield domestic prices from foreign ones through increased state
subsidies to offset rising prices, the increasing needs of
Hungary and its felIow CMEA countries forced then to irnport many
energy and raw materiar- requirements. rn the case of Hungary, the
need for technol0gy imports from the west, increased as weÌ1.
This resulted in higher prices. Growth is red by investment, but
Hungarian hard currency exports werenrt abre to keep pace with
import needs. Thus, accelerated growth did rittre to improve
Hungaryrs trade balance. salable exports werenrt significantly
increased to the west. rnstead massi_ve state subsidized
investment continued to frow to large inefficient and wasteful
state factories. The trend was toward obtaining more and more
foreign credits (hard currency) to a110w the continuation of
state subsidies' These subsidies continued despite warni-ngs from
Kadar advisors of the obvious long term effects of accumul-ated
debt. subsequentry, consumption also outweighed production. The
result was a deterioration in both ruble and convertible hard
currency trade. rn Lg74-75, the terms of trade deteriorated by
2oz from the previous year . LTol rhis trend continued werr into
the decade ' I'Ihat made the trend dangerous was that the def icit
was financed armost entirely by foreign credits from the l{est
throughout the pefiod. [7]-r Despite restrictive measures,
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investment spending in Hungary reading up to rgTz far outstripped
the state plan and available resources. 106 billion forints were
expended of which close to Boå \,ras r_ost in unfinished projects.
Trade imbarances with .MEA partners were actualry mostly
recovered since Hungary had enjoyed several years of surplus
trade with its CMEA partners, so it was actualry recovering debts
owed to iE't721 The situation vras however not the same with
converÈible currency partners where the deficit was genuine.

rn the broadest sense, the effects of continued state
intervention and subsidization began to exhibit their effects on
the Hungarian economy already in Lg72. Heavy subsidization was
required to help shier-d the Hungari_an economy from the worrd
economic crisis . r73r Tn hindsight, it appears that the singre
biggest economic factor that r-ed to the temporary shelving of NEM

was the rapid deterioration of trade attributabre to sharp
increases in imports of convertible hard currency consumer goods
and technologies.lT4J The oir shocks of rg72 affected the global
economy including Europe. For Hungary, the negative effects of
the of the oir shocks further handicapped its already rigid
economic system.

The irnpendÍng economic crisis actuarly increased the
leadershipts intervention in the economy. rnstead of extending
the limits of the indirect regurators, they were implemented more
rigorously using the supervisory apparatus. As a resurt, âDy
chance of the NEM principres prevai-ring dirninished quickly .17sJ
The conservative contingent in the HS!{p was able take ad.vantage
of the economic situation to advocate its position which calred
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for recentralization. For NEM advocates, the timing of the oir_
shocks and the subsequent worrd economic crisis courdnrt have
come at a worse time. NEM failed to meet the expectations of iÈs
designers because the traditional vertical relationship between
enterprises and central authorities persist.ed even before to the
crisis' rn fact, this accounted for a big part of Hungaryrs poor
economj-c performance. Nonetheless, conservatives launched an
attack on NEM which also played a part in its shelvi-ng in L972.
conservative criticism was rargely ideological-. They claimed that
NEM gave an unfair advantage to intellectuars and peasantry.
!'Iorkers were neglected and NEM apparently subjugated the national
pran to the interests of individuar and groups when in fact quite
the contrary situation existed! Petty bourgeois attitudes Ìed to
the negrect of higher varues and red to bourgeois consumption
orientations. A distinctly wealthy crass v/as emerging, which
became most expricit towards the r_98ors.[76] The trade unions
foresar¡¡ the potential implicati-ons of NEM; two points in
particurar concerned them: disr_ocation as a resur_t of the
streamlíning effects of marketization, and they fert social
welfare was at stake-1771 conservative elements within the soviet
union too, had a profound effect on the further progress of NEM.
rn fact, it $/as irnplicitly known that it stirl feared that
politicar instabirity wourd forrow from from NEM, despite
Kadarrs assurances. The hard-line conservatives in the cpsu made
every effort to instill fears of a second revolution if NEM
proceeded' [78] rt is difficult to determÍne exactly v¡hat changed
sovieÈ attitude towards Hungary. ït rtras attributabre to
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Union who opposed any

Hungary and with in the

The cumulative result of the conservative backLash in LgTz
r{¡as an exprÍcit re-assertion of centrar contror, even the
issuance of centrar directives by some branch rninistries. As in
the pre-reform period, centralty directed production decisions
often disregarded questions of cost, efficiency and
profitabirity. party hard-riners tried to instirl fears of
capitalist restoration and anti-market sentiment in workers by
fear mongering.

Fifty large factories nicknamed rtwhite eJ-ephan¡sr mostly,
from the post-war stalinist era were removed from the NEM
umbrella and given large state subsidies. Restri-cti-ons were
praced on profitable non-farming activities of agricultural
cooperatives' rndustrial workers lvere given across the board wage
increases. Most significantry, the architects of NEM: Lajos Feher
and more importantly Rezso Nyers \¡/ere dropped from the politburo
at the party congress in rg7s. rn the poriticar sphere too, hard-
line backlash was felt as a number of hitherto tol-erated regime
critiques, members of the Budapest philosophicar schoor v¡ere
dropped from their teaching and research posts. iSol

The reversal of officiar pol-icy didnrt produce the intended
positive effects. The economy continued to deteriorate at an
alarming rate' oddly, the effects of continued deterioratíon and
partial recentrar-ization !üere not as apparent in the everyday

conservative elements with
i-ndependent economic reform
Bloc 179J .

in the Soviet

initiative in
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life of Hungary. The standard of living didn't drop significantly
and the appearance of what became known as rGoulash cornmunismrl
continued' [8]'l rt appears that there was a 1ag between the time
the central- authorities reverted to more centralized contror and
its effects on the general popuration. Nonetheless, the Hungarian
economy continued its downward spiral. GNp figures refl-ected the
gradual decline, between 1963-67 (pre-NEM) cNp growth was +5.3g,
(post-NEM) rg68-72 +5-82.t82) Between Ls72-75 it feII to +3.42
and only +2-32 between L975-80. This v/as a far cry from the
double digit figures anticipated by the Hungarian leadership at
the start of NEM. Even more alarming v/as the rate at which
Hungary kept accumul-ating hard currency debt which reached s9.1
billion by 1980. rn fact, the Kadar regime borrowed nearly $zo
bil-lion between rgTo and r-98o.t83l Most of these moneys went
towards financing food stuffs, rent, and transportation. Kadar
v/as able to maintain stability by temporariry shierding Hungary
from the negative effects of recentrarization and continued
subsídization- Heavy subsidization of the economy r-ed to
Hungary's economic decrine and insorvency crisis in rgg2.
Economic crisis in the early r-9g0's necessitated Kad.ar to
reconsider his hitherto poricy as signs of decline became more
explicit and warranted genuine economic change. The subsequent
decli-ne and gradual rationarization of the econony questioned the
credibility of Kadar and his regirne which ended in coÌlapse in
1989' Thus, the very poLicy which intended to enhance and
maintain the credibirity/legitimacy of the regirne (the economic
carrot) ended up being one of the chíef factors in its decline!
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Towards the end of the decade (Lg7 o) | the effects of
Hungaryrs foreign debts \,üere felt much more strongry. several
Kadar advisors recognized the need for urgient action and.
subsequently warned Kadar of impending crisis. A change of heart
in the soviet leadership helped faciritate a gradual return to
NEM principles by rate J,g7B and earry Lg79. rt appears that the
soviets realized the apparent politicar harmressness of NEM, and
that its continuation wourd probabì.y enhance stability. Moreover,
the soviet union no longer displayed the same intense interest
towards events in the Bloc. perhaps, it no ronger fert it had the
solutions to the economic 

'voes of its CMEA partners. The end
result in Hungary was a gradual transition of econornic decision
making pov/er to the partyts financiar and economic experts who
delegated to the state bureaucracy.[84] perhaps, the party
ristened to its critiques; Janos Kis, editor of rBeszerorf, one of
the first samizdat journals to appear in Hungary in r_981, fert
that the the party could f acil-itate some rational- economic
activity by alrowing even some of its planning experts to have
genuine input in economic decisions. tB5j

Decision makers ri\¡ere faced with a huge taskr âs severar_
disturbing trends began to manifest themserves in Hungary. Most
noticeably, huge hard currency debt continued to grow. Many
enterprises stirr faired to respond to market signars. shortages
continued to be a probrem especiarly ín housing. Enterprises
failed to see the irnportance of profitable investments and
expeditious construction, while 1abor markets continued to be
tight with high turnover rates and littl-e progress made towards
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down-sizing labor forces. Large state enterprises still thrived
and consumed huge state subsidies which distorted prices and
trade'[86] The leadership reacted by reinstating NEM principles
and modifying them. The modifications did not come at once and
!'rere staggered over a number of years, between LgTg and 1ggg.
The modifications seemed to be reactionary. New reforms were
introduced onry as conditions deteriorated. planners r{ere not
motivated by rational anticipation of the future. rnstead, they
!'tere motivated strictry by the unsustainabirity of the economic
situation that had presented itself, which was Hungary's heavy
indebtedness and the threat of insolvency which accompanied it.
The reactj-ons should have been two-ford, immediate steps should
have been taken to reverse the two most negative trends in the
economy which was overheated internal_ consunption and ailing
exports' secondly, steps should have been taken to prevent the
cause of the exigence, which was the Lack of institutional change
in the political economic sphere . lBTl As before, indirect central
regulation persisted. only incrementar steps ÌÁ/ere taken towards
genuine competitive market conditions. This hesitation by the
leadership can be 1inked to the 1eadership, s fear of a more
rigorous implementation of NEM.

Despite the central leadershiprs unwirringness to implement
a much more liberalized market mechanism, the pJ-anning office did
recognize the inherent side effects of bureaucratic intervention.
rt arso recognized the need to reduce rapid guantitative progress
in favor of qualitative progress. euantitative progress
exacerbated the chronic problem of low quality products and
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technol0gical backwardness. [88] At the r-r_th party congress, the
party re-iterated its position on the economy. rt calred for
improved efficiency of centrar contror and higher standards of
planning at the nationar r-ever-. The party maintained its
position on political change by emphasizing the need to preserve
the socialist system and by stressing the i-mportance of central
economic controls as a feature of the soci-a1ist, politicar
economy'[99] rt did accept the need for greater linkage to
foreign markets, instead of manipulating prices and wages through
subsidies and taxati-on. rt arso recognj_zed the need for more
discipline in the rabor force with better training, and.
organization. Greater fr_exibility and adaptatÍon to changing
conditions under the guidance of regulators was deemed necessary.
Greater enterprise autonomy v/as seen as important too. The
partyrs official position on further reforms could be summarized
in four points. The party feÌt greater cooperation with pranned
economies $ras necessary. rt recognized the need for continuous,
but more frexible medium and rong term pIans. The party felt
greater individuar role and nore cooperation between national
planning organs and social organizations would be beneficial.
Lastly, an improved information and supply processing systern was
also required. tgol sti11, market regulators occupied a distant
secondary role in the economy, however hrere expected to behave
with the kind of efficiency, productivity and mot,ivation as if
under competitive conditions. The second v/ave of economic reforms
like the first lras not accompanied by any significant
institutional 0r organizatÍonal change. [91] The institutional
framework stayed iitact untir 

'9g0, 
and under went onry minor
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cosmetic changes afterwards. rf the reforms were to be more
effective and representative of marketization, the party wourd
have had no choice but to surrender its traditionar roLe as chief
director of the econony- This was not politically feasible to the
HSWP or its soviet counterparts. As a result, subsequent economic
reforms did not create genuine market conditions. rnstead a
simulated market was estabrished which hras incapabre of
significant budgetary constraints. As a simulator it eras open to
central interference and courd never foster the kind of
entrepreneurial initiative common under genuine market
conditions- Even as structurar changes were recognized as
necessary' politicar el-ites and their respective institutions
remai-ned unchanged. t92l The line between adrninístrative
reguJ-ation and market reguratÍon v/as uncrear. t93l There is an
area of overfap. rn order to maintain the integrity of the
i-nstitutionar and organizaLional structure, it appears the
leadership in Hungary r,Jas content to foster extensive
administrative control. This was reflected in the lirnited nature
of the second wave of reforms introduced between rgTB and 19gg.

of particular interest in the changes introduced under the
second hrave of reform was the legalizatíon of the second economy.
up to L6z of rabor hours originated from this sector, and up to
402 of income originated from this sector. The J_egalization of
the second economy !üas more able to accommodate the official
policy of indirect regur-ation (prirnariry through taxation) . The
second economy !,¡as all-owed to function freely lg4). ït became
especiaJ-ly strong in the agricultural sector where as much as
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l/3 of agricultural production came from private plots on
collectives. The rentrepreneursr of this sector became
particularly wealthy since they vrere abre to functj-on free of
most' regulation.tg5l rn some cases, these rurar_ entrepreneurs
implicitly engaged in direct competition with state enterprises.
Private producers h¡ere abr-e to provi_de a higher quality and
serection of produce. on the other hand, the state controrled
stores offered ress selection and quarity, but arso r-ower prices.
Though the state wourd never openly admit, it probabry supported
the ídea of eventuar totar privatization of produce markets
because this v/as a v/ay to rerieve itserf of the financial
burden of heavy food subsidization. The agricultural sector
perhaps is one of the few cases of success under NEM. The probrem
vras in the fact that it clearry benefited a single group in the
economy. ït created a small but very visible wealthy crass. This
class exploited NEM even under government supervision. Bribery
for various oversights by state officiars was not uncornmon. This
class was viewed by some with contempt, êtrVy, and as products of
an undesired reform system.

Pricing under the second wave of reform also underwent
significant change. The first step taken to make pricing nore
rational and rearistic lvas a reductÍon in subsidies and a
subsequent increase in prices tor,,¡ards worr_d market ones. t96l Às
a result, in L97g the first rnajor increase in prices for basic
foodstuffs took effect. prices went up by an average of zsz. lgTl
Taxes on Ìuxury goods l4rere raised by removing subsidies. The
price of household'energy arso rose sharply, but because the
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overall cost of import and producer prices rose, subsidies
actuaJ-Iy increased. subsidies for services and transportation
remained intact. Even though the cornpetitive pri_ce system was
aborished in Lg87 to facilitate a further and more reaÌistic rink
to actual irnport prices, central- authorities continued to enforce
import price constraints on various productsr. firms vrere expected
to cornply't98l The cornpetitive pricing system introduced in 1980
r'üas in theory supposed to adjust to changing export and inport
prices' rn reality, significant interference or indirect economic
management continued which in turn distorted pricing. ¡991 Even
more disturbing vras that the population, at large did not
recognize the danger of this practice and its negati-ve 10ng term
effects on the economy. []-ool People continued to take for granted
the relative affordabir-ity of most essentiar items. The
continued affordability and availability of such goods had many
positive poritical 'kickbacks' for the regime. The !,poritical
kickbacksrt however cane at tremendous cost. Hungary,s debt gre!ü
to nearly $r¡ bilrion dor-rars! Thus in 1,982, Hungary v¡as faced
with a potential insolvency crisis. To amelÍorate the situation,
it' applied for emergency rMF funding to cover its j_nterest
payments, and it also embarked on a carnpaign to increase hard
currency exports and decrease hard currency irnports. t1o1l rn
order to increase hard currency exports, more emphasis had to be
placed on rnarketization This did not occur. [102] producer prices
still continued to be isolated from world prices because of the
static economic structure which employed consistent industry by
industry, firm by fírm intervention.tlo3l Actual costs were
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rarely reflected in pricing strategy, especiarry with CMEA
partners- The Domestic pricing formula was even more complex, it
took into consideration a firrnrs export performance on
convertible currency markets, as rvell as the extent of
conpetition a firms faced dornestically and abroad as r¡ell as the
actual and hypotheticar price of identicar or similar
products' [104] The overriding concern of the readership in the
early 198Ots was concerned with ilstability,r. Despite informally
recognizing the need for structural- and institutional change, the
readership still chose poritical stabirÍty instead of further
economic reform This actual-Iy prevented further economic reform
and subsequently increased the potentiar for
destabilization. t r.O5 l

severar other modifications \,vere made to the r.96g reforms.
The sel-ection of enterprise managers was liberalized so that
firms with less than 5oo employees could nominate and elect their
or¡/n managers. However, firms which $¡ere deemed as key to
fulfilling national prans remained under state reguration.
selected large firrns, those with more than 5oo employees were
aIÌowed a fifty/fifty composition of erected and appointed
members for their boards. The centrar bureaucracy cut its
personner in half and merged three branch ministries: heavy
industry, metarlurgy and machine industry, and light, industry
into one rninistry of industry. tr-061 There was some selective
break-up of large producing units which resulted in 3oo nevr
f irrns.

Further changed h¡ere made in the area of private enterprise.
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rn f act, smaJ-Ì business !ùas encouraged. rn many cases they
replaced many of the sub-contracting functions performed by
former rarge firms. Trade and competition between private firms
and state owned ones \4/as arso encouraged. of f icia1ly, smarl
enterprises vrere encouraged, but in reality bureaucratic and
administrative regulations al-ong with limited access to resources
made it' difficur-t for them to grow and compete effectively.
Moreover, despite simprification of bookkeeping procedures,
taxation, pricing, and other regulatory measures, smalJ_ private
firns continued to be plagued with a plethora of adninistrative
restraints making competitive market behavior very difficult and
lirnited' []'o7l such was the case with firrns attempting to trade
amongst one another and with firms abroad.

Ïn order to curb over-investment, neh¡ taxes were introduced,
there vras an attempt to stop the practice of firm-ministry
barga j-ning. subsidies, tax allowances, investment credits v/ere
sharpry reduced even withdrawn by the central bank where deemed
necessary by central authorities. rn theory, this should have
disciprined wastefur inefficient firms, but it achieved the
opposite effect. The centrar authorities refused to accept
bankruptcy or plant closings, but recognized the need to control
unrestrained investment of state firms by slashing their
resources' Those firrns which should have been left to cl-ose or to
90 bankrupt htere given further assistance in the form of nev,
subsidies, credits, and tax breaks, while those which remained
efficient and showed profitability h¡ere subject to increased
taxes. As a result, prof itabre and ef f icient f irrns v¡ere
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penalized while those which should have been elirninated or split
up continued to draw subsidies on an already overdrawn
system' [108] Attempts at contractual-izing investment agreements
in an effort force firms to keep compretion dates and cost
projecti-ons had rittle positive effect. rt risked reducing
overall investment. []-ogl only fundamental structural change
coul_d have amel_iorated the situation.

The r-ast ma j or rnodif ication to NEM produced si_mirar
resurts. The banking system in Hungary was partially
decentraLized starting in l-983 when a bond market was
established. Like other reforms, the state retained
disproportionate leverage in the market. rn 19g5, tvro new banks
hrere created to stimulate more competition in bond issuance,
deposits, and leasing agreements. rn i.gg7, three commercial banks
hlere created along with joint stock operations in which the state
was the majority shareholder. tt_l-Ol

Continued deterioration in the balance of payments caused the
governrnent to convene a general meeting in 19g6 to di_scuss the
prospects of the economy. rt concruded that economic performance
did not reach projected levers because consunption still
outstripped production. Executive erements of the centrar-
committee and grovernment v/ere brarned. The harsh serf-criticisn
and admission that the rneeting took place v/asn r t publicly known
until 1988 ' rn L987 , a small group of researchers in the rninistry
of finance conducted an independent assessment of the state of
the Hungrarian econo'my- They concl-uded that there vras no choice
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but to overhaur the entire politicar-economic systern. party
officiaÌs didn't take kindly to the suggestion and the
individuar-s i-nvolved !vere discipr ined. The study expricitly
blamed the leadership for its negligence, hesitations, and. poor
decisions as the root cause of Hungaryrs economj.c problems.
Despite pubric denouncement of the study, it appears the
critiques had an effect on party officials. rn JuJ_y of '987, a
party sponsored economic workshop v¡as organized. rts single most
important suggestion t'r'as to reduce personal consumption. However,
for the first time, topics which were hitherto taboo were
discussed as weIl. The very viability of market sociarisn vras
questioned' rt recognized many of the contradictions between
central regulati-on and marketization. However, The officiar party
statement was much more cautious. rt recognized the need for
greater flexÍbility in regurations and promotion of a less
restrained market rnechanism. rt r,,Jas caref u1 to avoid the
presumption that an overhaur_ of the entire economy was realÌy
required' [1-]-11 As a result, even though 6 committees were formed
by early lgg' to formurate further reforms, practically no new
steps were taken. This was directly attributable to the political
instability of the party and the impJ_icit knowr-edge of its
i-mpending collapse. [ 1].2l

Further dereguration and liberarization occurred with the
introduction of a unified tax system. wage regulation was set for
complete removal by l-989, instead institutionalized collective
bargaining wourd take its p1ace. Adninistrative price
restrictions were to be further reduced and import laws were to
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be liberalized allowing for devaruation of the Hungarian Forint
to increase exports and reduce export subsidies. Arso, more
liberalized entry of high technorogy products was permitted and
deemed necessary. The urtimate goal was to read towards
convertibility. t1L3l

The Grosz regime call-ed for fundamentar restructuring of
the economy towards market regulation. ït intended to reverse
budgetary deficits, and externar debts whire speeding the pace of
restructuring and simuLtaneousry minimizing social- dislocation.
The Grosz proposars to say the least v/ere unreal-isti-c and hence
lacked credibirit,y. Arl to often, the crosz regime resorted to
rnudsJ-inging the former regirne and the architects of NEM in order
to free themsel-ves of bra¡re for the dire economÍc situation. [114]
ïn reality, politicar currents for reform $/ere beginning to
emerge. The prospect of democracy in the not to distant future
forced the party to scramble. rt was clear that the existing
politicar structure could not support a market regurated. economy
requi-red to improve the Hungarian situation. The contradictions
were too many. Thus, NEM effectively came to an end in late 1gg8
as opposition organizations and eventually parties began to
emerge. Further attempts at soci_arist guided reform s10w1y
fizzled out- rnstead, attention focused on regaining poritical
legitimacy which the party had rost through its faired reform
atternpts.

NEM and its subseguent reforms had two broad objectives: To
gain poriticar regitimacy through an improved standard of riving
and, to faciritatei a more efficient and productive socialist
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economy by introducing market principles and
preserving the integrity of the traditional
economic structures of the command. economy. The
limited to the economic sphere of activl-ty,
longevity. tltsl

at the same time
institutional and

fact that, NEM was

accounts for its

The NEM was to create politicar regitimacy and passive
consent to the por-itical status quo. This was particularry
important to the Kadar, because of the tarnished image of the
communist party after the l-956 Revorution. self-tegitinization
took the forrn of economic reforms which wourd improve the the
standard of living by increasing the food supply, housirg,
universalizing welfare services etc. Ii.]-61 rn Hungary this
qualitative change to riving conditions manifested itserf
primarily through NEM. The Hungarian ]eadership r{¡as cl_ever
because it didnrt introduce NEM with arl the srogans and,,hoopl¿,,
associated with many communist countries. The regime r{ras in fact
quite elusive and avoided the use of expricit pubric relations
toors to introduce and impr-ement the reform. rnstead, it chose
wisely to to concentrate on the delivery of the "carrot.,,[1].71
still the Kadar regime \^/as very cautÍous, it made it absolutely
clear that political reforms wourd not accompany economic
reforms. [ 118l

the chief goa I of NEM and subsequentJ-y its most
distÍnguishing feature was the el-imination of central- directives.
rn the context of the period it vùas introduced, it was a radical
departure from the. orthodox command economy. Erimination of
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directives rt/as to allow the stimuration of market rinks between
state owned firms, and firms and consumers. Lastly, it v/as
believed that the resulting independence would faciritate greater
initiative and rnotivation to more profitable and efficient
economic behavior. rn order to stimul-ate this sort of init,iative
and independence, it would have required some polit,icar reforms.
yet this v/as not the case. The glovernment rnade no provision f or
self-criticisn which would have made the reforms more credibre.
Furthermorer Do steps \.^/ere taken to formally invite and
incorporate individuar opinion or initiative into the decision
making process, not even through a quasi dernocratic institution.
The government didnrt even make any legisrative commitment to the
reform process. rt was very crear that no matter what degree of
rnarketization râ/as implemented, regulatory and decision naking
pov/er was compÌeteJ-y in the hands of the central authorities.
centrar directives \¡/ere replaced by more discrete indirect
requlators. The poriticar wirl of the centrar authorities
permeated the economic sphere and really left no room for genuine
participation by individuals in economic decisÍons. Therefore the
reforms lacked a genuine authenticity. Ii-]_91 Janos Kornai said,
removal- of centrar directives arone, does not constitute
rnarketization.

The regurators in most cases manipurated the enterprisesl
financial environment. Like before, the introduction of NEM, the
national pran didn't have any rogicar and rational- basis for its
objectives' rt was politicalJ-y motivated and deterni-ned. rt had
no effective method of measuring varue, supply, and demand. Thus,
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its decisions were quite arbitrary since it had no accurate
method of gathering i-nf ormation. As understood under NEM,
irnplementation of aspects of the market v/ere to facilitate the
plannerrs decisions Ín determining the nationar_ p1an. However,
the indirect regulators, which the pranners irnplemented to guide
the economy, forecrosed any possibility of getting accurate
information. Às a resurt, decisions were rarer.y rationar and
r¿i'se' rn essence' a rrcatch 22, situation existed. t12ol

The phenomenon of shortage persisted. Moreover, the Hungarian
economy continued to be characterized as a sellerrs market and
not as a buyerts market. Enterprise managers were effectively
ordered to exercise entrepreneurship. As already, discussed, any
such coerced market behavior simpJ.y does not work.
Entrepreneurial initiative, or the entrepreneurial rnystique onry
emerges under the uniquely spontaneous and dynamic self
regulating market. The regulators were intended onry to guide the
economy but, they had such a profound effect on a firms
viability, that many enterprise managers preferred to continue
the bargaining practice which \,vas of greater benefit to the firn
than any market regulated behavior. The firms which escaped the
regulators entirely, h/ere the onì-y ones with any motivation
towards competitive market behavior. Two key objectives of the
reforms were not met: Government intervention wasnrt reduced
sufficiently to allow independent investment decisions and the
creation of cornpetitive institutions. The indirect regulators
bore far greater influence on econornic activity than any market
influences on v/agesr prices, and investnent. continued heavy
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trade with Comecon partners also facilitated centralized economic

behavior.

Reformers ended up compromising that which they intended to
eliminate: bureaucratic overcentralization. lLzLl The former
organizational system survived and continued to live . tLZZj The

lirnited market which emerged v/as reminiscent of the oskar Lange

model of market socialism which depicted market implementation
through triar and error. This was apparent in Hungary. rn most

cases the economy h¡as not made more efficient and productive,
instead ttwhite elephantsil continued to survive and lobby the
state for preferential treatment through favorabl-e regulators. No

real market was established which hras capabre of bud.getary
constraints.t123l rn fact, there was no evidence for genuine

competition between firms, the fundamental mechanism of the
market, supply and demand !üas not prevalent, and even more so,

entry and exit of firms was non-existent.

The of f icial- party l ine \,vas crearry contradictory, it
advocated the free deterrnination of supply and demand between

buyers and sellers and consumers which would in turn encourage

enterprises to operate more efficiently and productively towards
profit, and urtimatery towards the satisfaction of social
interest. lI24) Here too, the rhetoric becomes dangerously close
to sounding like Adam Smith. The Iine between centralized
bureaucratic controt and rnarket control is often difficult to
percel-ve. The party line however continues by confirming its
inherent right to influence the economy via financial regulators
where it deems it, necessary. Still, it confirms the idea of more
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individual initiative and less bureaucratic prescriptions and

restrictions.l1-z5l Even in L984, the party continued this
contradictory stance, it called for further development of the

relationship between macro-economic management and enterprises to
facilitate the influence of both. Itrs difficult to surmise how

this is to be done since the two obviously contradict each

other. [ ]-26I Controls remained. Firms v/ere f orced to a1locat,e

profits into separate funds for wages, investment, and reserves;

each v¡ere taxed differently. Large inefficient enterprises v¡ere

the least profitable and the l-east like1y to be able to
accumulate sufficient funds for investments. Therefore, they h¡ere

most likely to draw on state funds. The problem was further
exacerbated by the fact that enterprises v/ere often disallowed

from discontinuing production of certain unprofitable commodities

because they v/ere considered essential by central
authorities.lL27I Even \¡/orse, prof itable enterprises were taxed

heavily to shoulder the burden of subsidization.

Both the state and enterprises continued to cultivate
vertical Iinks between one another. The state wanted them

reduced, but its continuation of indirect control-s and the
significant influence they had on enterprises proliferated

vertical- relationships. Even though marketization vras officially
encouraged, the leveI of state interference didntt drop

sufficiently to al1ow market oriented behavj-or to dominate. As a

result, bureaucratic centralization continued to be a dominant

feature of the Hungarian economy. Vertical links between state
and enterpri.se rernained. Horizontal rnarket-rnediated links lJere
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sharply curtailed.tr-281 urtimateÌy much of the waste,
inefficiency, irrationarity, arbitrariness, and row productivity
continued to prague the Hungarian economy even in the mid to late
198ors when the Hungarian leadership irnplicitly admi-tted the
failure of the reforms, but chose not to act. The poritical
inflexibility and the impossibility of combining market erements
with socialist economic theory and practice, proved
insurmountable.
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NEM in practice: Some Case Studies
rn order to irlustrate some of the difficulties of the

Hungari-an reform process, it is usefur to examine a number of
case studies and examples. The examples used wilr only
accentuate the hitherto arquments. Therefore, onry the most
relevant features of the case studies will be discussed.

Hungaryrs geography is conducive to agriculturar production.
Most of present day Hungary ries with in the boundaries of two
paralrer river basins of the Danube and Tisza rivers. The land is
very fertile and the cr-irnate is conducÍve to a broad range of
agriculturar production includÍng fruit, rivestock, vegetables
and grain. The ,'f ay of the landI is Hungary,s single most
irnportant and uÌtj-mately valuable natural resource. Therefore, it
is not diff icur-t to rear-ize why Agricurtural production has
always been a key feature of the Hungarian economy.

The Hungarian communist leadership attempted to reverse this
historicar tradition by trying to convert Hungary into a heavily
industrialized country. The drive toward this end was
particularly evident in the earry to mid 1950,s under the
leadership of Matyas Rakosi, an advocate of starin.
rndustriarization T¡/as the most aggressive during these years.
simultaneously, Rakosi started the first wave of agricultural
collectivization. The process utilized coercion. ïn part, this
contributed to the october uprising in r-9s6. The broader
ramif ications of Rakosirs tactics r¡/as that he directed the
Hungarian economy ar¡/ay f rom its area of naturar- advantage.
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Firstfy, the peasantry was hostile towards forced
collectivization. secondry, Hungary was not suited for heavy
industry because it l-acked most of the raw materials such as
steel, iron, and various energy sources necessary for heavy
industry' Hungary held very rimited reserves of uranium and a
poor grade of Bauxite. simply, Hungary herd no naturar advantage
for heavy industry. The birth of Hungary,s mammoth state
enterprises can by be traced to this period.

The agri-culturar sector in Hungary was the sector in which
the spirit of reform v/as perhaps the most tangible and
noticeable- sti1r, rike other sectors of the economy, it
continued to be subjected to various forms of politicalry
motivated state intervention. rn hindsight, it can be argued that
it was only the form of intervention which evolved. Nonetheless,
Hungarian agricuJ-ture is a case of neglect and then moderate
success.

Hungarian agricurture had to endure two $¡aves of
collectivization- The first was coerced, the second under Kadar
was more conciliatory and, in fact voluntary. ThÍs hras necessary
to pronote a sense reconciliation after the ]'gs6 experience. rn
fact, it r^/as part of Kadarrs plan for gaining poriticar_
legitimacy. This is why industriarization too, sras more paced in
the post 1956 period. Likewise, the agricurtural sector was the
first to realize the effects of Kadarfs more moderate brand of
leadership when the first signifícant reforms v/ere introduced in
L966 after the conpletion of collectivization in 196i..t11 rhe
only condition for the formation of the large cooperative farms
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1/as that the necessary equipment and expertise had to comprement
their formation. The readership hoped that wer_1 equipped farms
would faci-litate good yierds and subsequently wearth for
cooperative members. rn addition, it r,ras hoped that this wourd
encourage more to join the cooperatives. By 1961, nearly all
peasantry had joined the cooperatives . L2l comparatively, the
collectivization of Hungarian agriculture was srow, but
intentional to avoid past mistakes attributabre to rapid
collectivization. rn Burgaria, corlectivization was compÌete
already in the faII of 1958, in czechoslovakia, large scale farms
occupied more than 7sz of agricurturar rand. t3l Agricurtural
policy in the pre-reform period had some very írnportant benefj_ts.
cooperative members enjoyed the benefits of state subsidized
health care and pensi-ons, a very important feature for older
peasants' state subsidies to the cooperatives accounted for
nearly 50å of the cooperatives' income. Though, cooperatives were
Iegal1y bound to paying rent for the land they occupied, but
still remained the property of the peasant. Generalry, expertise
and equipment still lagged. consistent with Kadarrs conciliatory
policy of the period, the state torerated and rater regar ized,
household plots and family share farming. This method of farming
would be the key feature of the reform even if it was not
preconceived by the state. on the eve of the official
introduction of NEM (l-968), the income from household farming was
higher than the income from the cooperatives. To the regimers
credit, its toleration and legarization of this form of farning
created a largely content and adequately fed population. The
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biggest concern vras still poor expertise and, even more so poor
mechanization and subsequently the Èarget of ar-rocation of
millions of dorlars. [4] Kadar was very pragmatic in his approach
towards agriculture, especialry in light of the mass desertions
from the post 7945 collectj.ves in 1956. Mandatory deliveries
h¡ere abolished and more reasonabre pricing strategies r^rere
deveJ-oped for agricurtural contracts. The central feature of the
post-S6 agricur-turar poricy was was reconciliation. By arrowi_ng
pragmatic and ress than ideologicarry pure poricies to permeate
the agriculturar sector, the peasant population was kept at bay.
so long as they vüere all-owed some freedom in subsistence
agrícultura1 production, and as long as non-coerced
collectivization poricy !ùas pursued, the Kadar readership v.¡as

able to tentatively secure a quasi Ìegitimacy, but more
importantly stability in the peasant population. [5]

The introduction of NEM in 1968 bore with it a number of
important reforms for the agricurturar sector in Hungary. These
reforrns v/ere the most explicit reffection of the intended effect
of NEM' Under NEM, agriculturaL enterprises rdere free to choose
and modify such activities as product patterns, quantity and
quality, means of production, technor_ogy used, production
processes' even the basis for decisions hrere to refrect demand
for ag'rarian products, foodstuffs, and other types of product
services. secondly, production !ùas to be motivated by the
objective of increasing enterprise income. Lastly, enterprises
!'/ere to enjoy the freedom of decision, required for successful
operation. ultimatery, they courd not be directry forced by
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adrninistrative measures to engage in activities determined to be
outside the sphere of agriculturar activity. t6l Agricultural
enterprises could avoid state intervention if it ran contrary to
the economic interests and success of the enterprise, in fact it
courd autonomousl-y abandon any activity which it. felt was a

burden to it,. rn theory, enterprise survivar and growth (loans
for development, depreciation & return of costs) were to be
determined by the market and limited by market prices. The
reforms intended to stimulate a phenomenon known as rrventuring,,
or more commonly: entrepreneurial_ behavior. 17 I The reforms
introduced for the agricuJ.tural sector vrere quite radical, and to
most outside observers they see¡ned credible. However, ês v/as
always the case with any reform. Hidden agendas and motives
existed' The first piece of evidence to confirm this was that the
existing institutional structure did not change. rnversery, the
reforms themselves were not institutionarized. Hence, the central
leadership continued to hold extensive regulatory por¡/er. onry the
nature of the regulation rea11y changed. Mandatory commands
ceased, but state control over factors such as pricing and
subsidization arlowed it to exercise its v¡il1 over many
rrventuringrrt agricultural enterprises.

The reforms introduced in the agriculturar sector, rike
other sectors of the economy were rimited political agendas of
the central leadership. They were not institutionarized in any
I,Jay. Thus, arbitrary and often less than rational_ economic
considerations prevaired over those which !,¡ere motivated by
rrventuring" - speci.f icarf y, the ref orms v/ere linited by the
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maintenance of the monopory and oligopoly structure of input and
output sides (detectabre change only occurred in the earry
1980rs)' The market as a means of production material-ized only in
a very rudimentary form. of even greater significance v/as the
total lack of rational pricing. selling prices for agricultural_
products fixed by authorities l,Jere disconnected from consumer
prices' cost returns and competitiveness were not consistently
implernented principles in pricing. [8]

The recurring practice of linking credits and subsidies to
production poricies outrined in central prans also continued.
Therefore, loans Ìdere granted on the basis of satisfying
preferential objectives which had partial quotas rinked to
then'[9] rnstead of offering credits based on the enterprisers
credit worthiness, they v¡ere often awarded as part, of fulfilling
central plans. This resurted in a consistent fl-ow of credit to
even those firms which Ìdere chronically in debt and pragued by
inefficiency and low productivity. Heavy indebtedness persisted
and qrer¡r amongst these f irms. coercive attributes v¡ere much more
prevalent' []-01 The persistence of central intervention primarily
through índirect regulators, rnainry subsidies, encouraged many
firrns to pursue micro-economic poticies concerning production
processes and technologies whÍch lacked modernization and
innovation. The principle of ilventuringr introduced under NEM and
the autonomous decision naking this was supposed to encourage
was sharply curbed by the inherent link between receiving state
subsidies and furfirrment of central policies. [11] Rezso Nyers,
the architect of NEM, fert that it was possible to act rike a
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good businessman and ful-fiIl, in a broad sense the national plan.
He felt that micro economic autonomy in decision making and broad
state requlations complimented each other . ll'zl He and many
others failed to recognize that by rinking state subsides to
fulfillnrent of central objectives, there was little motivatíon to
embrace the venturing spirit even on a micro scar-e since
fulfillment of central 0bjectives was the sole measure of a
firrn I s success and for that matter, its productivity and
efficiency. The fact is that state subsidies made possible by
massive foreign loans continued to frow into many state farms and
cooperatives, and as wilt be seen, into many industrial
enterprises.

The efficiency of labor also suffered from the contradictory
positj-on of agri-culturar enterprises. Enterprises often avoided
optirnizing income in order to avoid the sharpry progressÍve $¡age
tax. To avoid the penalizing taxes, enterprises resorted to
hiringr workers with minimar skir_rs and low v/ages. Again, the
negating effect of reform and regulation crearly exhibited
itself. t13 l

pricing policy designed to keep food prices low r¡as the most
restrictive towards the agriculture sector. until r-9Bor Do steps
vrere taken to raise the price of agricurtural products. Even
after 1980, increases did not bring prices in rine r+ith world
price levels' subsidization kept prices artificially Low and made
agriculture highly unprofitable compared to other sectors of the
economy. The fixed pricing system resulted in much l0wer profit
margins from agricultural products than industriar. goods. t14l
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The disparity between agricultural and industrial prices caused
di-stortions in the varue of output.tlsl so much so that it was a
key factor in the expansion of ancillary and the complimentary
agro-industriar sector. As an indication of the lever of
disparity between agricurturat prices and industrial prices,
between l-985 and L987, industrial prices increased zo3Z while
agricultural prices increased by onry 64eo. t r.6I rn order to
achieve a rough parity of incomes between agricurture and
industry, the operating surplus of farms relative to industrial
enterprises vrere compressed. The profitability of the two sectors
were roughJ-y equarized through fiscaL policy at about, l/3 varue
added' state subsidies to the agricultural- sector assisted in
varj-ous investments, energy use, other farm inputs, the promotion
of exports and to farms operating at higher than average cost
levels and lower yields (usually attributable to poor expertise
and mechanization) la7l. Thus, agriculturaL pricing suffered not
only from inequiribrium between worrd prices and prices
determined by the Hungarian Ministry of Food and Agriculture, but
also frorn distortions between the Agricultural and the rndustrial
sector. The source of the distortions can be attributable to the
centrally determined pricing system of the communist regime.
Heavy subsÍdization to keep various agriculturar products and
foodstuffs cheap were to create a content and weII fed
population.

As in other sectors of the econohy, there q¡ere no
institutional changes in agriculture, specificarly those reforms
which were supposed to stimulate competitive behavior. The
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hierarchical dependence of agricultural enterprises did not
cease, only the extent of it was reduced. Even 1oca1 and regional
i-nterf erence in dairy matters vr'as strong. The practice of
appointing, evaluating, and urtimateJ_y arbitrariry replacing and
instructing managlers of state farms and cooperatives did not
cease entirely. Despite reforms which a110wed a degree of
autonomous manager erection in enterprises which was supposed to
reduce state interference (cf. chapter 3), the manipuration of
enterprise managers actualry read to the apprication of
widespread state preferences and discrirnÍnation. For instance,
proprietary functions were sprit between agricultural- enterprises
and the state regardr-ess of ownership. The hierarchy of
allocation gave the enterprises certain means, but their autonomy
was stilr restrícted in serecting and utirizing them. tlBl
rntervention wasnft always explicit. The most common method of
manipulation was through subsidies. The agricultural enterprises
were thus further restricted in their pursuit of ,fventuring,,
activity. The state encouraged, in fact it expected venturing
behavior despite the obvious contradiction between continued
informar regulation combined with expectations that the
enterprises would behave as if they h/ere operating under
cornpetitive conditions. The optimurn structure of agricurture in a
process of modernization courd only be devel0ped by an
economically rationar combination of means of production (ie. the
creation of a rand, labor and capital narket). very simpry, the
reforms introduced in 1966/68 and later in 1980 did not include a
land, rabor and capital rnarket. onry very linited sÈeps were
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taken to increase the frow of capital by introducing ress
restrictive administrative measures. The variety of options
necessary for venturing did not exist. The stat,e expected
enterprises to respond to administrative constraínts profitably,
even though abandoning unprofitable state sponsored behavior was
considered taboo and contrary to national interest. t19l Despite
all the adrninistrative restrictions, agrÍcurtural enterprises
seemed to exhibit the rnost sensitivity to profitability and
subseguently production capacity which r,tras flexible and more
capable to rapidry adjust to changing demand unlike its
industriar counter-parts, êspeciarly smal1 scare private
operations' t2ol ultinatefy, their formar autonorny vras limited
rnostry by two factors, which was row agriculturar producer prices
and scarcity of capitar goods. These werenft distributed
according to any econornic logic and financiar rationality, but
still- subject to a plethora of administrative restraints. Non-
economic politicar factors often infruenced central and local
grovernment leve1s. t 211

Hungarian agricurturar. production was stilr- the most
successful compared to other East European Bloc countries. This
was partly attributabre to Hungaryfs rong-standing tradition and
experience as an agricultural producer, but more irnportantly it
enjoyed a tremendous naturar advantage in its cr.imate and
geography which was and is conducive to agricultural production.
Hungary is a consistent exporter of various agricultural
products. rt exports many delicacies such as pairs and peaches
and other fruits. rts main crops are grain (mostly wheat), maize,
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sugar beet, and oil seeds. rnitially, these field crops vrere
produced by three sectors with in the agricultural sector, state
farms, cooperatives and private farms . t2ZJ

A combination of negative and positive factors produced tvro
unique by products not present in any of the other sectors of
the economy. The reforms did formalry encourage venturing
behavior, yet the informar regulations exercised by central
authorit.ies made it difficult to accumurate profit through
agricultural- production. price rnargins and tax margins made
agri-cultural production largely unprofitable. As a result, many
large scale farms engaged in various forms of ancillary economic
activity.

sma11 scare non-agricultural activity emerged as a

compliment to the reforms, rather than a direct manifestation of
them-L231 By r978, up to 4oz of large scar_e farmsr income
originated from non-agricultural activities. characteristically,
the most developed agricultural regions, particularly around the
nationrs capital, Budapest were invol-ved in extensive non-
agricultural activity. Most of the non-agricur_turar activity
utirized only a smarl portion of an enterprisers resources.
Typically, it util-ized only L2-1,32 of the labor force and 8-9å of
fixed assets.l24l rhe over-centralization of rarge scale
enterprises created a favorable climate for small scale plants to
produce various consumer goods. srnall scale industry v/as
typically more flexible to micro and special market demands than
big enterprises - L25l small scare farms were characterized by
cornrnodity and specialization. rn fact, they had a very irnportant
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functÍon. By employing economies of scare, they produced many
products which hrere best produced by smarr scare operations.
srnall- scale producers lvere oriented towards commodity production
and income maximization. They had greater freedom to d.ecide what
to produce or when to stop and start commodity production, even
better than private farmers or in many cases the parent state
farm (parent in the sense that small scale firms often utilized
the resources of large state farms). Market forces actually
influenced the behavior of small scale operations. rf price fell,
production lt/as ad j usted accordingJ-y. Likewise an increase in
demand was reflected in an increase in production. what made it
even more successful ÌÁ/as that production capacity was maintained
even during rurls Ín demand. During the Iurls, capacity r¡/as

rnaintained and often util-ized to suppry thernseÌves. [26] This hras

the rnost successfur aspect of smalr scal_e agro-industrial
enterprises. rt gave ner,r arternatives and new lif e to an
otherwise ailing and heavity regulated agricultural sector. The

single biggest success of the reform was the diversification it
allowed through the deveJ-opment of non-agricultural ancillary
activity where the potential for profit and rfventuring, behavior
was much greater. still' state intervention did exhibit itself.
The Kadar leadership did not realize the degree to which smal1
scale agro-industrial activity complimented the Kadar platform of
economic compromise for stabirity. The relativery higher margin
of profits along with the material benefits of the srna11 scale
operations made them a quasi rrsacred cowr. This was evident in
L975 when srnall scale agriculture enterprises were attacked by
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conservative erements in the readership. rt resulted in
and threatened a drop in living standards. The centrar_
quickly reconsidered its position . l27J

shortages

leadership

on the macro-economic l-evel-, Argro-industrial development
helped to modernize an otherwise dated industriar structure. rt
h¡as also a catalyst for regionar development. À comprimentary
rerationship formed. between industry, agriculture, state farms,
co-ops, and small-scale agro-industríaI enLerprises. one of the
more popular ancillary activities of the smarl- scale enterprises
ï/as food processing, its raw materials came from both the
agricultural sector and the industriar sector. rt successfurly
provided a market for both. cooperation between state farms and
cooperatives and the accompanying managerial freedom was
reflected in a noticeable irnprovement in Hunqaryrs agricultural
production during the l-970's. New technologies were introduced
largely because of joint ventures and greater managerial
freedom. rndependent initiative also facilitated agricultural
enterprises to compete in non-agricul-turar activities. Àncillary
activities grerÂ/ from onry 3.sz of gross output in the 1960rs to
31å of gross output in rggT . lz}l Food-processing, construction
companies, retail stores, and restaurants are just a few of the
ancillary activities. rn rarger cities, the diversity of rarge
farms allowed them to operate ventures totaJ_ly unrer_ated to
agriculture, such as the manufacture of crothes, computer chips,
precision engineering work sometimes in cooperation with western
firns, even house renovations and exterminating. This type of
activity was faciritated in large part by the introduction of
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NEM in 1968. rt expanded very rapidry in the latter harf of the
1970rs and provided werr paid jobs to some 2oo,ooo 2so,ooo
people by the mid l-980's. rn some cases the cooperatives
deliberately launched businesses to provide jobs for family and
cooperative members- This al-so provided a legal framework with in
which entrepreneurs could develop and implement their ideas. rn
return, they would allocate a portion of their profits to the
cooperative. The most distinguishing feature of such
entrepreneurial exercises and subsequent small and medium sized
enterprises was that they reried entirely on the marketplace; if
they vrere not profitable, they went out of business . Lzgl so, in a

very convoluted fashion, the principre objective of NEM

materialized. rt was this by-product of agriculturar reform which
v/as initially tolerated and then legalized and most explicitly
refrected the features of rnarketization which v/as sensitive to
profitability, market demand, and actual entry and exit of firrns
from the market place. None of these features r{¡ere reaÌly present
in the much larger state sector. Unlike the state sector it was
also an example of horizontal integration which was one of the
major shortcornings of the reforms in the state sector.t3ol
rdeaIly, the reform direction taken by the agricultural sector
should have been applied throughout and not just to areas where
agriculture and industrial cooperation !,/as possible. central
interference too, hras not as expricit in the agro-industrial
enterprises, but stil1 the macro-economic policy of central
pranners exerted adverse affects on this sector. Namery, the
disparity between agricu]-tura1 pricing and industrial pricing
produced many irreconcilabre distortions. still, anciÌlary srna1l
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scal-e non-agricultural- industry was one of two sources of growth
for agriculture overarl. rn 1,g7g, Ancilrary production (non-
agricultural- activity) accounted for s7 billion forints net
incorne amongst co-ops and l-8 billion forints for state farms.
Even more impressive was the growth of net income between Lg74-
78, it grerÂ/ by 642 in cooperatives and 3gz i_n state farms
compared to 30å for strictly agricultural activities. t31l The
other major area of growth in the agricultural sector and also an

off shoot of economic liberalization \4/as the growth of private
farming.

Private agricultural production was an explicit reflection
of the second wave of economic reform in Hungary, starting in the
late 1970ts and carrying over to the early 19gors. private
agricultural production \.,üas an integrar part of what was known as

the second economy. fts ìegalization allowed it to gror¡/ rapidly
in subsequent years and consequentl-y earn the Hungarian economy

the name: Goulash cornmunism. rts J-egalization was accompanied by
a much more favorable attitude from cooperatives and the
agricultural administration. The only restrictions placed on it
hras size, otherwise it r^¡as allowed to operate freely.l3zJ private
Àgrícultural production encompassed a very broad swath of the
population. Only 262 of private producers r^rere actually farmers
and only 6eo of them (approx. 50,ooo) were ful-l-tine professional
farmers producing on plots provided by state farms. 2gz of
private producers were workers, 232 white co1Ìar workers, and 23å
pensioners. Private plots involved almost r.s million families as
well as an additionäl 7oo,oo0 who cultivated plots srnaller than
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1500 m2 which did not officiarry register as private plots.
Approximately 5oå of the Hungarian population was involved in
private agricultural production. According to 1983-84 figures
nearly L/3 of agricultural produce came from the private sector:
some particularry impressive figures, 5o? of Hungarian pigs
(11,000r000 total) and 9oz of rasberrÍes came from private
producers. [33] unlike most of its CMEA partners, Hungaryrs meat
production was abundant. rn fact, statistics showed that ¡^44 kg
of meat was produced per capita, which qualifíed for 4th best in
the world- Hungarian meat exports earned as much sroo
million /year. t34l

Private plots helped increase the standard of J-ivÍng for
most Hungarians by producing an abundant supply of many

agricultural goods. Those farmers producing for sale on farmerrs
markets had the potential of earning high profits and affluent
lifestyl-es. By 1984, a common problem began to emerge; the
efficiency of many private plots diminished partly because of an

aging popuJ-ation (452 of private plotters vrere over 60 years of
age), but mostly because of an attitude of self-exploitation.
Most private plots could use the facilities of state farms and

collectives- rn fact, cooperative farms rrere organized on a

democratic basis. As a resuLt, it allowed for the articulation of
private plotter t s interests most of whom s/ere also members of
cooperatives. Members would rarely vote against their ohrn

interests. [35] rt r^ras ironic that the sale of private producer
goods $/as entirely uncontrorled, yet it reried heavily on the
non-market sector for production. Reguration of the private
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sector would have required the central planners to place further
restraints on the already regulatíon ridden non-market sector.
AIso, bY regulating the private sector directly, which wouLd have
been a mammoth task in itself. This would have diminished the
utility of the non-market sector upon which the private sector
so heavily relied. practicarly, there v/as really no s/ay of
regulating this sector short of stopping it artogether; that is
why an estimated Lo-2oz of nationar income escaped state
control! [36] By l-988, private agricuÌtural production accounted
for 36eo of all agricultural production which occupied only s.5U
of the availabre arabre l-and .137I These f igures clearty
illustrate the poor state of the rest of the agricultural sector
by the late LgBOts.

À peculiar situation evol-ved in Hungary. Three distinct
sub-sectors manifested themsel-ves in the Agricultural sector. The
state sector which incruded state farms and cooperatives, the
smal1 scale ancilrary agro-industriar sector, and lastIy the
private sector. The two Ìatter sectors were the least regulated
and in some cases not regulated at arr. Lack of central
intervention allowed them to exercise ilVenturingrr behavior and
thus earned Hungary the raber: Gourash communisn. [38] These two
sectors helped maintain a relative high standard of 1iving and
gave wearth to a small minority of Hungarians. No other sector
exhibited such relative success. Few realize that the Hungarian
state indirectly subsidized both these sectors by arlowing thern
to use the machines and facil-ities of state firms who in turn
bargained f or f av'orabr.e taxes and subsidies. under such
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conditions no state firm could survive especially since a growing
proportion of agricultural- output was being produced by private
producers who werenrt subject to regulation and 1ow prices. The

state effectively financed the second economy and could have
regulated it by reducing state subsidies and tax exemptions to
state farms and cooperatives. rn a sense, this happened.

uniform rracross the boardtrgrowth experienced in the
Hungarian agriculture sector during the L970ts and in the early
1980rs stopped. Negative macro-economic symptoms effected all
economic sectors incruding agricurture. The root of these
symptoms \,ras Hungary ' s huge f ore ign debt which threatened
insolvency in 1982. ft \,ras forced to reduce the level of state
subsidization of the economy to avoid insolvency; this permeated
the agricultural sector too. Decreasing industrial growth, and.

increasj-ng foreign debt coupl-ed with chronic bad investments aII
Ied to decreased agricultural investment as we1l. The reduction
of state subsÍdies originating from foreign 1oans, and the
simultaneous drop in agricultural production confirmed its
reriance on the state and not genuine rfventuringtt ability. ït
also refl-ected the superficiarity of growth (with some
exceptions) even in the 1970's. Agricultural production dropped
by nearly 2oZ in l-988 almost half (57:-) of state cooperatives
were near or at insolvency. t39l rhe agricurt,urar sector was
plagued with a number of disturbing trends between 1984 and l_988.

The work force was aging; it decreased overall by g.5? and most
irnportantly state purchasing enterprises had not raised prices
relatj-ve to the increased cost of production in the cooperatives.
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Even if they would have been adjusted to reflect increases in
cost, they still would have been far from world market prices.
FinalJ-y, investment in new farm eguipment which had been hitherto
dependent on state subsidies fer] sharply, so that by 1986, s6.gz
of agricultural- machinery \,vas amortized. Even more discouraging
was the lack of modernization, which had been previously rnade

possible by state subsidies. [40]

Even the Hungarian Leadership, specificarry rstvan szabo,
Poritburo member and chairman of the National councir of
Agricurtural producer cooperatives, pubricly adnitted to
stagnation in t-986 and subseguently decline in 1,987 and 198g.
Hungarian economists also warned that distribution and export
patterns could not be sustained. They cited two reasons: the
heavy subsidization of Ec Agricultural production and the l_ow

uneven quality and sophistication of Hungarian processing. t41l
Amongst the few positive deveropments in the Hungarian
Agricultural sector was a record wheat harvest in L9gg, but
unfortunately higher wheat prices did not filter down to
producers which left the financial situation of most cooperatives
perilous. This situation vras exacerbated further when fertilizer
prices increased 26eo I and subsequently orders for fertilizer fell
by 50å. The newly created commercial banks offered short term
roans at zoz interest, but many couLd not afford to harvest
cooperative crops. Even forrnerly successful state farms like
Babolna which was world renowned for their diversification into
horse breeding decided to invest in the bond markets, where
returns were rnuch higher and more secure. Land coul_d not be used
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as collateral, it had no value under th existing systern. rn March
1988, the faltering communist regime made a last ditch effort to
help revive the agricurture sector. Like previous reforms, it too
vras watered down significantly before it was actuatly
implemented. The goal was to lift restrictions on cooperatives
regardj-ng decisions on suitable production patterns and also to
alIow more land to be transferred to household plots for non-
agriculturat activity . 142)

The political- inflexibility of the communist leadership can
be bl-amed for the ineffectiveness of the reforms introduced in
the agricultural sector. Even though it, hras successful in
stirnutating more l-iberarized smal-I scal-e agro-industrial industry
which complimented state farms and cooperatives as wel_l as
providing a market for the industrial sector. The private
agri-cultural sector, more commonly referred to as the second
economy Ì4¡as legalized, and thus created a medium for
entrepreneurial initiative. Participants in this sector h¡ere many

and some became very wealthy because of the 1ack of restrictions
imposed on them. Both of the aforernentioned sectors relied on the
facilities, resources and machinery of state farms and
cooperatives. They relied indirectly on state subsidies to
continue production. rnversely, the state was forced to continue
subsidizing state farms and cooperatives to help keep the reform
alive, and the benefits it produced. cooperatives did not embrace
rrventuringrr behavior because favorabre regulators courd only be
ensured by satisfying the pJ-an objectives of branch rninistries
and central authorities. By linking favorabre financial
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conditions to satisfaction of central- objectives, it negated the
reformrs intended effect of stimulating even micro-economic
ItVenturingtt behavior. The cooperatives v/ere forced to compromise
between state interests and member interests which tead to a

contradictory situation unfavorabry affectj-ng producer interests.
The National councir of Agricultural cooperatives (Tor), whose
function r¡/as to participate in planning and deveroping of the
regulatory system through representation of its founders/members
r^tas to advocate the interests of its members, and secondly to
undertake the transmission of centrar objectives. These functions
were often reversed, so that instead of representing the
interests of the cooperatives, the council became powerfully
integrated with the hierarchy of state control-. rt even
encouraged coops not to give up 10ss making agricultural
activities. [43]

The following recommendations were made by A.sipos and
P- Hal-rnai, in the article organization svstem and Economic
Mechanism in Hunqarian Aqriculture, the recommendations for
inproving the Hungarian Agricul-tural sector in 1988 actualÌy
serve to highlight its primary deficiencies: A stronger
regulatory role for money had to be established. The autonomy of
those enterprises pursuing long term profitability had to be
institutionalized. The plethora of administrative hindrances to
resource allocation had to be eriminated, and also capital rabor
markets, and rand markets had to be created and
institutionalized. Finalì-y, competition and market rerationships
needed to be developed in the agro-industriaL sphere which
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incl-uded reducing the disparity between agri_cul-tura1 and
industrial prices by restricting the ror.e of budgetary
redistribution, and enhancing the orienting function of prices
overall.[44] sipos shourd have taken it one step further by
insisting restructuring of the poritical system to facilitate
his recornmendations.

fn contrast to the agricultural seccor, Hungary,s industrial
sector was characterized by heavy subsidization to support many
money loosing state factories. Billions of forints, made
availabre by foreign loans were spent during the r_970,s. The
effects of the reforms \,vere very limited in rarge state
enterprj-ses. There size and relative share in gross national
output made even reform advocates hesitant to introduce
significant reform since it wourd have inevitably produced shock
$raves throughout the economy. Reform wourd have requi.red the
dismantling of many ì-arge state enterprj-ses and the shut down of
many others. This wouÌd have caused massive unemproyrnent, the
most feared and rnost de-stabilizing side-effect of reform. since,
the Hungarian regi-rne based rnuch of its quasi legitimacy on
providing ernployment and income to support a relative high
standard of riving, few steps were taken to split up, down-size,
or even eliminate unprofitable enterprises in the industrial
sector' The political weight of the large state enterprises would
have and actually did sharpry limit the ability of the leadership
to take reforming steps.

The industrial sector best illustrated the waste and
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inefficiency of large state enterprises discussed
number of specific examples outline rnany of the
state enterprises.

in Chapter 3. A

deficiencies of

Even on the eve of the Hungarian Communist partyrs collapsê,
little institutional change had been implernented to faciritate
the reforms introduced under the two waves of NEM. rn practicar
terms this was refrected by the continued existence of huge money
loosing state-run factories. By Lgg7, the situation v¡as so
critical, especially in terms of the governmentrs fiscal deficit
that admission to the probrem was unavoidabÌe, and action had to
be taken. By this time, Kad.arrs successor, Karor_y Grosz took over
the function of 1st secretary. Even though initiarry he appeared
to support more radical- and fundamentar reforms especially in the
context of state enterprises, it soon became evident that he too
r'ras unv'¡i11ing to írnplement fundamentar institutionar change in
the Hungarian Political-Economy. The result ü/as that despite
hints that a serious overhaur of state enterprises v/as imminent,
only linited action was taken.

As of November !9, Lg87 the council 0f Ministers authorized
the Ministry of Finance to disallow chronicalry insolvent
enterprises to differ tax and other government and inter_
enterprise payments. They also tried to curb the habitual
practice of defaulting on delivery dates and completion of
construction projects. Hungarian state enterprises v/ere infamous
for this. state funding wourd stirr_ continue, but it was made
conditionar on compretion of contractual obligations. The Hswp
central connittee also published a resolution which bluntly
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recognized the sad state of the Hungarian economy. rt recognized
the need to cut the production of shoddy and outdated goods of
inefficient state enterprises by significantly redueing state
subsidies in r-988.t451 rhey also encouraqed more frequent
application of the Bankruptcy Law enacted in r_9g6. up to LgBl,
bankruptcy proceedings were initiated against only s5 enterprises
of which onry one was of any significancer. the veszprem county
construction Enterpri-se in western Hungary; the others were only
small cooperatives and smarr enterprise work cooperatives . 146l

The consistently poor performance of the economy encouragied
further streamlining of state enterprises over the course of
1988' rn a987, state support to insorvent enterprises (this does
not included solvent but still wasteful- enterprises) amounted to
1-50 billion forints or approximatery 232 (t/4) of the annual
budget! This hras a huge sum, especialry when only zoo birlion
forints were usuarÌy ar-rocated towards a reasonably good 5 year
plan period. This resurted in of a rnajor drive to eriminate
unprofitable enterprises which included new directj_ves to
ministries ordering, which ordered them to cut the 1988 bud.get
for enterprise support by 45 billion forints. This change in
policy lead to significant streamrining and reorganizing of 6

major state enterprises starting arready in the first week of
December !987. Àmong them was cANz-MA,vAc, LANG Machine prant, the
ïron Foundry in soroksar, Tatabanya coar_ Mines, and the Nitrogen
hlorks in Pest.l47I of these, the most significant v¡as cÀNz-MÀVAc.

Ganz-Mavag vras the Hungarian eguivalant of General Electric
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in the unÍted states in terrns of its rol-e in the economy. rt was
one of the largest industriar_ works in Hungary in the 1930,s. rn
l-986, it was Hungaryrs 3oth largest undertaking. rt was a very
diversified undertaking which Ì,/as actuaJ_1y composed of 5

enterpri-ses: Ganz-Mavag, Ganz-Danubius, Ganz-Electric, Ganz_
rnstrument hlorks, and. Ganz switch and Equipment works. The
company had been founded already in 1870 by a swiss born
entrepreneur Abraham canz and it enjoyed a very good reputation
as one of Hungaryrs oldest and largest enterprises until it was
nationalized in rg49. The companyrs flagship enterprise, Ganz_
Mavag is the most recognized with in Hungary and in the
internationar markets. rt produced rairroad carriages and
locomotives (dieser and er-ectric) , and in addition to these
traditionar product 1ines, it produced nucr_ear fuel rod exchange
systems, elevators, streetcars and other products. rt had
extensive foreign markets for many of these products. rn fact in
l-985, it was Hungary's 3rd largest hard currency exporter after
R'A'BA (tractor trailer manufacturer) and Tungsgram (electrical
products owned today by Generar Electric of Anerica). rt enjoyed
extensive markets in fndia, creece, and. Egypt. t4gl

cornpracency accompanied the nationarization of Ganz_Mavag.
Ganz and Mavag were two separate companies until- they srere merged
in i'959' Like other large state enterprises, canz-trlavag racked
managerial initiative and innovation. product lines gradually
turned outdated. The factory infrastructure remained practicalry
unchanged since its construction in 1870. only, certain
departrnents such as. nuclear research and development ernployed
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any significant modern technorogical apparatus. otherwise, old
outdated and amortized equipment characterized the factory. rt
was highly labor intensive, but it too was characterized by
redundancies with few incentives provided to employees to do
better. cost accounting \,vas virtuarly non-existent, some units
had no idea how much their production cost was! Falling revenues
prompted officials to grant Ganz-Mavag special taxation status
in 7972. The first reorganization occurred in Lg76 under the
tutelage of the National Planning office which t/as also
accompanied with a 12 billion forint infusion of funds, of which
7 '2 billion had already been spent by i-ggz. Ganz-Mavag continued
to operate with huge losses; for instance it sord forty-two, two
car diesel trains to New Zealand and Tunisia at betow cost in
L986. similarr-y, it was consistently selling products at berow
cost to CMEA partners. The company unfortunatery had littre
control over the prices it received for its products, since it
was al-most always uniraterarly determined by central
authorities .149 I This underl-ies one of the fundamental problems
faced by enterprises, entrepreneurj-aI activity sinpry could not
function when one of the most basic variables of entrepreneurial
activity, price had no r-ink to enterprise operation. simply, the
institutions found in a market econony which facilitate such
behavior hrere non-existent in Hungary. As a result, Hungarian
enterprises such as Ganz-Mavag became more skilled at
accommodating the supply side of the markeÈ and thus creating
shortage situations. rnstead, greater sensitivity shourd have
been given to demand which woul-d have placed ernphasis
profitability. t5ol However, the political leadership did not
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permit the formation of those institutions which would actually
facilitate independent initiative and market determined supply
and demand leading to rational pricing. rn the case of Ganz-
Mavag, the quality of products felr sharplyr so much so that even
the Hungarian National Railroad refused to purchase Ganz-Mavag

raíIroad equiprnent. t5j-l

ïn 1985, further steps \,vere taken to reverse the negative
trends. the soroksar rron Foundry was separated from its parent,
Ganz-Mavag. This relieved it from l-.9 billion forints of debt. rt
received a further infusion of state funds, but poor management

and engineering led to even lower productivity and great,er debt.
By 1987, Ganz-Mavag was effectively insolvent. fts debts amounted

to 1l-.5 billion forints, its assets hrere only 9 bi11ion. sti1l
the state refused to allow market forces to shape the future of
the enterprise- seven nevl enterprises were created, the railroad
cornponent remained under direct state supervision apparently to
ensure the fulfillnent of international contract,s. Debt repayment
was also frozen which led to a ]-4o billion forint, short fa1l for
the Budapest Bank Ltd. Lastly, plans hrere made to liquidate some

of the companyrs assets and to ray off up to 15oo workers.ts2l
similar steps were taken i-n Ganzf s other sister enterpri-ses.

The Lang Machine plant which had historicalry been a

flagship of Hungarian enterprises in the 1930rs when it enjoyed a

licensing agreement with the swiss based Brown Boveri company,
accumulated a 936 billion forint backlog of unpaid credits. An

outside study determined that the causes ü/ere al1 j-nternaI.
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Management' was haphazard, cost benefit analysis and marketing too
t/ere non-existent. Products v/ere outdated, prj-ces high and there
ï/ere huge stockpiles of unsord products.[53] Like its sister
enterprÍse, Ganz-Mavag, the Lang Machine prant v/as subject to
state interference which contributed to its complacent. management

and ultirnately its demise. Three such decisions had profound.
effects on the enterprisers viability. rt l-ost a contract for
four turbines to be used at Hungaryrs first Nuclear power plant
at Paks when the soviets, who were onry supposed to supply the
other components for the plant insisted that the whole plant be
soviet built. The second contributing factor was the sLow down of
Hungaryrs investment drive in the 1980rs and thirdly, the
interference of the National pranning office which made poor
business ag:reements with CMEA partners and forced Lang to produce
products for transactions that often never materialized. one such
transaction was the construction of industrial incineraÈors which
subsequently werenrt sol-d. rt wasnrt surprising when it became

known that for fiscaJ_ year j_9g4, Langrrs expenses !,rere 244
million forints more than its income from sales. such poor
investment decisions \¡/ere not unique to Lang or Ganz Mavag. The
lack of foresight and rational planning which would consider al1
the possible variables (there witl aJ-ways be unforeseen ones)
often determined the fate of state enterprises. rn fact, the
Planning office most often faired to furfirl_ its primary
function pranning, particularry macro-rong term pranning
as stipurated by NEM. For instance, in l-9BB , 9.5 billion forints
v/ere invested in a coal-coaking project started by the Danube
steel works. planners failed to anticÍpate changes in demand
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during construction and more importantly the coal to be coked was

of much poorer quality than what was required. sirnilarry, 4.I
bil-lion forints were invested in the Mecsek uranium Mine in
southern Hungaryr' there too, planners failed to anticipate long
terrn demand patterns. As a resurt, when the mine was finished
with serious cost over-runs, demand $¡as so l_ow that its
production was not required unt.il 1990. t54l poor pranning, cost
over-runs, lack of technorogy, and poor quarity all characterized
the deficit ridden state enterprise system. Nonetheless,
anomaries did exist, there were a few state enterprises which
despite mostly negative economic trends h/ere very successful.

one such enterprise \,vas RABA. rt \tras one of the few cases
where planners were abre to exploit the potential of an
enterprise effectively. rt \,,/as praced strategically with in its
secÈor specifically to facilitate its links with I.testern marlcets.
rt achieved a rer-atively high lever of modernization and
innovation by absorbing various advanced techniques. rt also
herped facilitate horizontar integration in Hungary by producing
and selling products for both domestic and foreign markets. RABA

was the only Hungarian enterprise to ovrn companies in the former
West Germany. fn fact, it had close business links with MAN of
!'lest Germany just as TKARUS bus industries of Hungary. RABÀ

exercised an aggressive poricy to win a position in the
international division of l-abor, which increased its abil-ity to
receive !'Iestern credits. of greatest signif icance rgas that RABA

v¡as one of the few cases were the company d.irectors were
teehnocrats who actually possessed the necessary expertise and
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professional competence, unl-ike the majority of state enterprises
where management appointrnents were the norm. often, they had
little regard for expertise or any entrepreneuriar_ abirity. rn
fact, RÀBA was considered one of the jewers of the state
enterprÍse systemr' especiarry since it v/as the biggest hard
currency exporter for Hungary. rronically, RÀBA had very cl0se
ties with central authorities. rn fact so much so, that they were
abre to avoid extensive centrar intervention! t55l

Another success story \,{as TKARUS bus industries which was
actually closely 1Ínked with RÀBA. producing nearly 15,ooo units
a year by i"9Bz, it lras cons idered one of the rargest bus
producers in the world. Nearry 2/3 of its production was sol_d to
CMEA partners, though it arso had extensive foreign markets
especially in Middre Eastern countries rike Egypt, and. Far
Eastern countries like china, even some linited sares in the
united states and canada. RÀBA provided most of rKÄRus,s engines
which incidentally were produced by RABA under license frorn the
üIest German company MAN. rKARUsrsuccess in the !{est was limited
by its narrov/ choice of noder-s and its ability to meet quality
requirements. Like many state enterprises, it suffered from
inconsistent suppries of materials and lack of technical
expertise and even equipment. units destined for $/estern markets
often utilized a much higher proportion of l,restern components;
sometimes entire chassis and engínes. Moreover because of the
higher quality standards in the west, export units were assembred
off the assembly line. These units were assembred rnostly in the
traditionar workshop environment which l-acked many of the
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advanced production technologies and resulted in a higher cost
per unit. [ 56 ] sti11, rkarus \,vas an irnportant hard currency
exporter with significant horizontal- links with in Hungary and

significant i^Iestern links with companies like MAN of l,rlest Germany

and STYR bus industries of Austria.

unrike most state enterprises, RABA was held close to the
heart of central authorities because it was one of the few
success stories in the state enterprise system. rt was

politically and economically advantageous to allow the company to
operate as freely as possible with little or no interference.
Po1itically, it proved to both domestic and foreign critiques in
the Soviet Bloc and the international community that state
enterprises could work. fronically, its success hras achieved and

maintained through its close political- links with the central
leadership which allowed it to strategicaJ-Iy avoid counter-
productive central intervention. This \,ì/as something that the
reforms intended to introduce throughout the economy, but failed
to achieve. rn most cases, rarge state enterprises would use

their political weight to protest liberalizing reforrns and to
earn more stat.e subsidies. Quite the opposite happened with RABA.

It used its political weight to secure more unrestricted market

oriented economic activity. fn a sense RABA was the epitome of
the state enterprise and a jewel of the Hungarian socialist
economy and at the same tirne an anomaly. Its success v¡as really
attributable to retatively little state intervention and more to
cornpetitive market oriented economic reguJ-ators. The case of RABÀ

shows the arbitrariness of state leadership. Support to R.ABA was
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not based on J-ong term national plans. fnsÈead it llas based on

its ability to earn much needed hard currency exports. The fact

that it vras profitable and competitíve even on Western markets

v/as a bonus, and the state authorized ilcarte blancherf to RABA.

The political benefits far outweighed the obvious contradiction

apparent in the situation. If on1y, the leadership adopted a

simiLar stance towards other large state enterprise, perhaps it

would have been more successful. Though applying the RABA case on

a macro level would have required significantly reduced central

intervention, but also indirect regulation which vras the

leadership's alternative to plan directives, and the reformrs

principle legitinizing feature which preserved the rrcentral rolerl

of the party. Nonetheless, the most distinguishing feature of the

RABA case !,¡as its use of poJ-itical influence and vertical links

to avoid state intervention, so that it could operate more freely

and competitively particularly in western markets. This was the

type of behavior which NEM was supposed to foster, but typically

state intervention through vertical links prevented this!

Moreover, srnall and medium size enterprises which v¡ere the most

receptive to the reformrs objectives lacked the political weight

to influence central authorities to decrease the level of central

intervention. On the other hand, the large state enterprises

especially the insolvent money losing ones used their influence

to nurture vertical links and to maintain the status quo (state

subsidies). They would even force reform advocates who feared

instability and dislocation from reform, to compromise their
positions. In other words, those who most benefited from the
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reform, possessed the least political power, those who opposed

the reform (j-arge money loosing state enterprises) who lrere at

risk from a thorough implementation of NEM possessed the greatest

political power and thus continued to irnpede the reform process

and subsequently burden the economic system.lST I The state feII

victirn to the sector of the economy which it was trying to

reform.

The reforms introduced in l-968 and later in 1980 achieved

moderate success in both the Agricultural and Industrial sectors.

fn the agricultural sector, the reforms manifested themselves

rnost explicitly through expansion and legalization of private

plot production which produced up to L/3 of Hungaryrs

agricultural output. The reforms also stímulated ancillary non-

agricultural industrial activity which provided a medium for some

entrepreneurial initiative. Despíte consistent growth throughout

the 197Ors, Agriculture suffered from the effects of state

determined pricing which was almost always below cost. The

inconsistency between Agricultural pricing and fndustrial
pricing caused severe distortions. Both sectors !'/ere restricted

by state controlled regulators. The regulators which commonly

took the form of subsidies were often made conditional upon the

satisfaction of central plans. Thus, entrepreneurial initiative

was encouraged in a very Iimited and restricted sense. It !.ras

easier not to try at all, and simply fu1fill central objectives

since it was the only measure of performance which rewarded the

enterprise in the form of favorable regulators. PoIitically
guided economic regulators distorted the effectiveness of the
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reforms which were supposed to stimulate a more independent

market oriented economy; onì-y the market was missing. The

successes were 1ímited to areas where political-economic

interference was minirnal, like in agricultural prj-vate plots and

in the most successful state enterprises such as RABA. The

private plots could have been influenced by simply ordering

cooperatives and state farms to restrict the use of state

equiprnent and l-and (incidentally the private plot farmers found

their lirnitations in low technicalrrknolr¡ howrr and in out- dated

farm equiprnent). The state chose not to interfere rnainly because

the private ptots had become such an important link in the food

production chain. Also, they could be utilized as successful

examples of the reform program, even though the government had

practically no control over this sector (ie. partyts guiding

influence). Similarly, RABA was a case where government ties v¡ere

so cl-ose and its successes so good, that RABA managers T^tere able

to avoid central interference. They operated almost souly in

response to domestic and foreign markets. As a result, an

anomalous situation occurred where a najor state enterprise

functioned almost entirelv free of state intervention.

Unfortunately, the successes are limited and few. Both

sectors suffered from the distorting effects of indirect

regulators. Firms had to reconcile a plethora of regulations,
just to function. Even if genuine entrepreneurial initiative

existed, the (conditional) regulators more often than not

discouraged it. The partyts insistence to maintain its guiding

role through this practice led to its own demise. State subsidies
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especially to the mostly money Ioosing industrial sector

continued to flow even on the eve of the partyts collapse. The

Hungarian economy simply could not sustain the leveI of

accumul-ated foreign debt and the accompanying interest payments

to fund an irrecoverable industrial sector. The total foreign

debt in 1988 rose to $l-8.4 billion.[58] The deficit ridden state

enterprise system required significant restructuring. The change

would force state enterprises to exercise cost benefit analysis,

sensitivity to market demand, efficiency, productivity and

ultimately profitability. This could only be achieved in a market

governed atmosphere free of extensive government interference and

where supply and demand would determÍne the viability of an

enterprise and not conditional state subsidies. Simply, the

possibility of failure had to exist in order to stimulate cost

effective profitable enterprises. Reforms towards greater

enterprise efficiency and productivity were enforced onÌy to the

extent that they did not endanger the existence of any economic

units or employment positions. Any time a conflict of interest or

some form of economic tension materialized, the chief concern of

political authorities and regulatory agencies was how to maintain

the existence of the affected economic unit; only later was there

any concern towards profitablit.y and efficiency. This was

especially true in the nining industry. [59]

This would have been achieved only if the changes had been

institutionalized. These changes did not rnaterialize even as the

entire g1oba1 market place was institutionalizing radical

structrual changes towards the end of the l-970rs. Many of these
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changes Ìüere in response to the rapid pace of technological
advance. Às suppry and demand adjusted to nev/ conditions, the
situation in Hungary remained static.
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Conclusion

The Hungarian reform advocates intended to deveì-op a blend
of market economy and command economy. The key objective in the
Hungarian reform imperatives v/as to stimulate more individual
initiative and enterprise independence. The hope was that it
would create some leveI of entrepreneurial behavior where
spontaneous and dynamic economic decisions could take p1ace.

Ultimately, the profit incentive and to a lesser degree personal
gratification would in theory prompt more efficient and
productive economic behavior. [1_]

The contradiction in the whol-e concept lies in the fact that
these measures T¡/ere to take place under the supervision and

guidance of a central authority. rn other words, centrar
directives which controlled \..iages, investnent credits, export
credits and so on, would cease to exist. Ho\n/ever, the fundamental

organizationaÌ structure remained in place. This organizational
structure continued to advocate extensive central intervention in
economic activity via branch ministries. This aspect of the
organizational structure \,vas a distinguishing feature of the
system.

The market economy, specifically the concept of individual
initiative requires independence from extensive state
intervention, if it is to operate in the spontaneous and dynamic

fashion which leads to profit oriented, efficient and productive
economic decisions. only a few firms under the Hungarian reforms
were arlowed to function rindependentlyrr. of course, there
success v¡as also limited by the fact that most firns around them
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continued to nurture vertical relationships with central
authorities and branch ministries.

The firms falling under this category did not necessarily
make this choice out of their o\dn personal freedom. rn fact,
vertical relationships t^Iere imposed upon them sj-nce the system of
complex indirect regul-ators which replaced the system of plan

directives had such a profound influence on their economic

actívity, especially the allocation of resources. So, profit
incentives v¡ere really secondary in priority since they did not

secure the necessary factors of production needed for the
survival of the firrn. rronically, the central authorities
actively promoted profÍt oriented market behavior to enhance

efficiency and productivity. In reality, the real- factors
influencing the firm's economic activj-ty was the strength of the

vertical ties it maintained with branch ministries who

facilitated profits through various credits and subsidies. A real
market v/as never created.

Central- planning is a futile exercise which wiII never be

able encompass the 1itera1ly Iimitless possibilíties of a genuine

market economy. Minor details which are often essential factors
in the market mechanism would inevitably fall aside in a central
pIan. The Hungarian reformers intended to use partial
marketization to help facititate their decisions which wouldr âs

a result more accurately reflect the pulse of the economy. This

Èype of partial marketizatÍon introduced in Hungary produced an

inaccurate measure of the economy. The market cannot function to
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its furrest potential under the persistence of regular and
extensive centraL intervention, even the use of indirect
regurators which arbitrarily alter key decisions regarding the
allocation of resources and the function of supply and demand.
Any information gathered from such a system wirr_ be grossly
inaccurate.

The reform intentions failed also because the fundamental
organl-zational structure of the Hungarian political economy
remained intact. Fr-exibre and dynamic politicar economic
institutions did not materiafize. Even in market economies of the
same time period, stagflation produced restructuring, and
technical advancment accompanied by graduated price hikes. The
opposite occured in Hungary. 12) The distinguishing feature of the
existing organizational- structure was the practice of central
regulation. The nature of the reguration varied between the East
European Bloc countries, but still shared the common objective
of satisfying the nationar pran. vertical- retatj-onships generated
dependence and not independence. Horizontal rel-ationships
prornoting competition and ul-timately the function of supply and
demand had to take priority. Firm entry and exit. had to be
all-owed, even bankruptcy. only such conditions woul-d stimulate
independent initiative, and entrepreneurial activity.

since the existing organizational structure represented the
epidomy of what the communist poritical economy, changing the
institutionar structure woutd have required the readership to
consider fundamental reform or more 1ikely, dissorution of
itself' clearly, this was a threshord beyond which the leadership
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s¡ould not move beyond because its very existence wouLd have been
threatened- Moreover, the reforms intended to improve the economy

in the context of the existing institutional and organization
structure, but thís structure \,ras highly resistant to economic
change. The organizational structure constituted the lirnits of
conservatj-ve innovation. The party would have lost its identity
and its pohrer. By overstepping this threshold, it wourd have
passed from the reaLm of mostly centralized bureaucratic control
to decentralized and most likely democratic control. The two
concepts cannot be combined successfully. They are in
contradiction with one another. Hence the marketizing efforts in
Hungary v¡ere lirnited by the inherent flexibility built into the
institutional and organizational structure of communist one party
rule. The deterioration of the Hungarian economy under the
conflícting circumstances created by the combination of
marketization and the plan economy forced the party to surrender
itself to democratizing forces which could support genuine market
cornpetition. The l-imits of conservative innovation were embedded

in the irnpossibility of reconciling genuine market activity with
the planned economy. changing the identity of the part,y, in
rate 1989, lead to changes in the organizational and
institutionar system in Hungary, which ri\¡as folrowed by a kave of
democratization. The party \^/as not able to withstand the
inevitabre attack from emerging opposition forces. rt had to
realize and ultimately endure the reality that the political
economic circumstances would be much r¡/orse before they would
improve. The party., by this time did not have the necessary
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support v/ith in its ranks and from the Hungarian popurace to
consolodate any further reform attenpts. [3]

Thus the Hungarian reform experiment was poritically
motivated. The Kadar regimers first priority Ín initiating the
reforms was to create a comparatively high standard of living. By
achieving this, he could consoridate his readership and earn a
form of pseudo regitimacy in the eyes of the Hungarian populace.
However, âs the discussion has shown, the first wave of reforms
did not produce aÌJ- the desired effects, particularly in the long
term' The persistence of central intervention especially in the
form of subsidies, distorted marketizing efforts and more
irnportantfy, augrmented a growing debt. This debt hras financed by
foreign loans. As the debt grew and as it posed serious rong term
and short term concerns for the Hungarian economy, the reform
efforts r'rere taken more seriously and began to graduarly enproy
more expertise. The government simply courd not support heavy
subsidization of grossly inefficient, unproductive, j_ndebted

state firms. Further proof that the Kadar leadership mani.pulated
the economy to gain pseudo legitimacy was confirmed when the
economy began its rapid decline in the late 198o,s. As the the
standard of living fetr with the decline of the economy, so did
the publicrs perception of the party. To compensate for the sharp
decline in Hungary's standard of living, The party was forced to
ease restrictions on the media, reform advocates, even reformists
such as rmre Pozsgay with in the HSwp. It had no choice in the
matter, but by doing so, it also undermined itself because it
opened the door of reveration, namely the bankruptcy and
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corruption of the party. rt wourd not recover from this,
especially since by this time the HswP had lost all external
support, particularly the Soviet Union. this \^/as confirmed by
Gorbachevfs 1'987 visit to Budapest when he made it clear to the
Hungarian regime that the Soviet Union would no longer lend its
support to the HSI^IP, and that it vr'as practically free to do what

it fert best. t4l rn fact, this lras confirmation of the green
light given to Hungarian reform agendas already in the earry
1980rs before Gorbachev came to power. As the economy collapsed,
so did the legitimacy and ultimately the control of the party.
The the innovativeness of the reforms v¡ere to be found in the
party itsel-f . rt !,ras unabre to suf f iciently change the
institutional and organizational- structure of the Hungarian
political economy to accommodate effective liberalizing reforms.
rn fact, it simply coul-d not do so, with out sacrifj_cing its
identity, and purpose for exj-stence as understood in the context
of a communist poriticar economy. The party had the opportunity
to save itself in its final years preceeding its collapse in
L989. Though it could not redeem itself in the traditional sense,

it could have surrendered its traditional monoploy over the
economy in f avor of radical market ref orms. The HS$ip hras

incapable of this, partiuclarly because of conservative currents
which lrere unable to accept the party I s failure and the
subsequent necessity for radicar reforms. [5] The terms
bankruptcy, unemproyment, supply and demand continued to be

ideals mentioned only in rhetoric but not practiced. As a

resurt, the party lost its rnonopory of power and it arso
squandered its chances as a viable candidate in the ensuing
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elections of March 1-990. The Hungarian Socialist Workerrs party
ceased to exist as of October i_999.

Ïn retrospect the Hungarian reform experiment can be viewed
as the most thorough-going attempt to reform the traditional
command economy in the post second worrd r^/ar era. Despite
rigorous attempts to resolve the conflict between the combonation
of market and the plan, the Hungarian experiment. faired. The

failure reflected the infelxibility and obsol-esence of the
command economy. still, modest successes were recorded and
because the reforms v¡ere appried throughout the economy, many

neighbouring bloc countries observed, studied and even tried to
emulate the Hungarian experiment. This was especially true ín the
case of the former soviet union. rt too, watched with great
interest and perhaps in a sense of hope that perhaps the
Hungarian experiment rnight offer a resolution to its economic
v¡oes too.

As it turns out, the Hungarian experiment faíred and
heralded the triumph of market forces. The failure of the reforms
had broad implications throughout the communist world and for
that matter, the western world. The experiment, for a tirne, v¡as

believed to be a potential resolution between market and plan.
l'Ihen it failed, it signal]ed failure for other communist bloc
countries where reforms (if any) r^rere much more modest. The
failure of NEM in Hungary caused ripples throughout the
communist worrd, even the soviet union. The dissapoint of the
Hungarian failure nulred any hope of alternative reform plans.
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This modest study helps to pinpoint some of the reasons for
the failure of communism. Among other things, it highlights the
incompatibility between market and plan as the central problem.

By using the case of Hungary to illustrate this incompatibilty,
the study also sheds some understanding on the broader
implications of the failed experiment and how this effected
reform throughout the communist world, particularly the former
Eastern Bloc. By examining the Hungarian case one can obtain a

better understanding of the some of the diffículties faced by

former bloc countries today. rn Hungary, conservative elements

have a minimal effect on the reform agenda. st,iLI, those sectors
of the economy where stagnation continues are those where
conservative tendencies are the strongest. only tirne and

dedication to the reform process wiII teII if the new Hungarian

PoLitical/Economic institutions and structures will survive.
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Appendix: Standard of Living
Tabl-e 1: The average annuar increase in per-capita consumption

between 1951--i_979.

Hungary 2.62
Poland 2.9eo
CSSR L.6Z

USA 2.32
IIK z.LZ
Japan 6.52

Table 2: Private Cars (per i_000)

1980 L987

Hungary 86
Poland 64
CSSR L27
Romania LL

L57
l-11_
]-74
I2

Holland 322
!V. Germany 388
Austria 298
rtaly 3o2

349
462
355
392

Tabre 3: Foodstuffs: Labor hours required to purchase 1 unitof product in i_988.

:::3:::___-_::r-____:::3::r__::::_-_::l:::__::11::11
Beef 1kg z .6 3 .7 t.7 5.9Egg 1pc. 2.6 3.9 6.6 5.5Milk 1L l_.8 2.O O.7 2.7
Bread 1kg 0. 5 O. 5 O. 5 0.9
Wine 1L 2.9 5.8 10.6 2.g
Coffee 1kg 7.2 i_0.4 L7.8 j,B.z
Butter 1kg 2.5 3.6 3.5 6. OBeer 1L 2.7 Z.O 7.0 3.8

Detergent 1kg 4.L b.l_ l-.5*Gasoline 1L 5.7 7,O 5.0 B.l_*Color TV 1 4.0 6.6 13.4 5.3*Car 1 2.3 2.5 9.2 4. O

*Prorated figures

source: Kornai, Janos. A szociarista Rendszer. Budapest: IrvGKiado Rt. , 1993. pp .326-329.



Appendix: Standards of Living

Table 1: The average annual increase in per-capita consumption
between 1951--1978.

Hungary
PoIand
CS SR

2.92

2.L9"
6.52

Private cars (per l-000)

l_980

2 .62

1.68

2 .32

l.57

L74

349
462

USA
UK
Japan

Table 2z

Hungary
Poland
CS SR
Romania

L9 87

64

11-

86
1_l_1

t27
t2

HoIland
W. Germany
Austria
Italy

298
302

322
388

355
392

Table 3: Foodstuffs (the number of labor hours required
to purchase l- unit of product, lrl.Germanv= 1), 1-988.

Product Quantity Hungary CSSR Poland Bulgaria
Beef 1kg 2.6
Egg 1pc. 2.6
Milk l_L
Bread 1kg 0.5
Vùine 1L
Coffee 1kg 7.2
Butter 1kg
Beer lL 2.7

3.7
3.8

1.8
0.5

2.8
l_0.4

2.5
2.O

4.O
2.5

1".7
6.6

2.O
0.5

5.8
L7.8

3.6
7.O

5.1
7.O
6.6

9.2

5.9
5.5

o.7
0.9

10.6
1.8.2

3.5
3.8

1.5

4.0

2.7

2.9

6.0

Detergent
*GasoL ine
*CoIor TV

lkg 4.L
1_L
1pc

1pc 2 .3

figures are pro-rated

5.0 8.1-
13.4 5.3

*Car

* These

Source: Kornai, Janos. A Szocialista Rendszer. Budapest: HVG
Kiado Rt. , 1,993. pp.326-329.
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